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Ihls dissertation is concerned ?,ith interne! friction due to 
crystal Isttice defects. Ferticuler attention is ^Iven to losses 
involving dislocetion motion which s-re observed in metals. Five 
characteristic types of loss ere distin; nisled experimentally. These 
ere i) the lordoni leeks, ii) the ITasiputi Pealts, iii) a damping 
observed at hi h temperatures which increases exponentially with 
temperature, iv) a damping which is independent of the stress amplitude 
at which it is me a suited, providing this is email, end which Is also 
dependent on the frequency of the stress wave, and v) a dampir^ p which is 
dependent on the measuring stress amplitude but independent of the 
measurin; frequency, /n ettenpt is made to relate each of these five 
losses to a specific dislocation damping mechanism. Hie individual 
derping mechanisms are based on one or other of three general processes 
by which energy mey be lost from an oscillating length of dislocation. 
xh;ese ere firstly a relexation process, secordly a damped resonance 
process end tlilrdly a static hysteresis process.
Internal friction measurements ere found to five information on, 
for example, the nature end distriWtion of point defects and 
dislocations, the interaction bet?;een point defects and dislocations, 
tlie magnitude of the Peierls stress and the dynamics of dislocation 
motion. In connection with the latter the string model of dislocation 
motion is compared with the Vink mod el.
(2)
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CHIPTTR 1.
Introduction
Hie dissipation of power In a specimen in some mode of mechsnlcal 
vibration is knovn as Internal friction. This Phenomenon has been 
observed in solid specimens at stress wave frequencies from around 
up to many hundreds of megacycles. That motion of dislocations iri^ ht be 
responsible at least in part for the internal friction observed in 
metals was first proi>osed by T.A, Head (AO), in view of the sensitivity 
of the internal friction of metals to cold working and annealing. Tbch 
effort has since been spent investigating the internal friction of 
metals, providing information on, for example, the Peierls stress, the 
nature of point defects, dislocations and point defect - dislocation 
interactions. However, the data obtained from internal friction 
measurements show e wide variety in their dependence on a groat many 
experimental parameters, mahiiv; interpretations difficult,
Hie materials con sit ered in tliis dissertation have been 
restricted almost entirely to metals In order to limit the amount of 
experimental data which would otlicrwise have to be induced* Hcis 
approach also avoids possible complications arising from the different 
nature of interatomic binding forces in non-metals (e.g. directional 
bonds) which may Influence dislocation behaviour.
Hicre are many mechanisms other tîian tliose involving dislocations 
which can contribute to the internal friction observed in a specimen.
To evaluate the friction arising from a dislocation mechanism it is 
necessary first to know what other mechanisms ere operative. A brief
(9)
Gurvey of some of these other causes of interns 1 friction is 
therefore given in Chapter 3« In Chapter 2 the conditions under which 
internal friction, or damping, may occur in a crystal lattice ere 
considered, as well as three processes by which energy may he removed 
from a stress wave. It is found that rany dislocation damping- 
phenomena mey be interpreted in terms of these basic processes, which 
are (i) a relaxation process, (ii) a damped resonance process, (iii) a 
static hysteresis process.
In Chapter 4 experimental techniques a e  considered end some 
typical internal friction measurements are given# Five apparently 
distinct types of internal friction are identified,each one ebowin^ ' 
certain cl^racteristic dependencies on experimental parameters. In 
later chapters egecific dislocation mechanisms which have been proposed 
to account for these types of internal friction are discussed. In 
Chapter 5 the specific dislocation dampln: mechanisms leading- to 
relaxation type losses are discussed and in chapters 6,7 and 8 those 
leajding to a damped resonance or static hysteresis type of loss.
FinalLy, in Chapter 9 a critical survey of the current position in 
this field is given, together vitli some sug; estions for furtlier work.
( 10)
rïïAîTTH 2.
Bo si c C once rts
2.1, Vhen sn oscillating stress is applied to a perfectly elastic 
material the résultent strsin is in phase with the stress end there is 
no energy loss. The stress cr end strain e irsy be related as
(T' - o, e (2.1. )
where Is a constant known as the elastic modulus. For there to be a 
dissipation of energy the material must possess non-linear or anelastic 
properties, when the strain will lag behird the stress in phase. The 
relation between stress and strain tîieii as eûmes © more general form 
involving, perhaps, powers and time derivatives of stress and strain.
To simplify the theory of the demping in this case it will be assumed in 
this chapter that the damping: is smell, so that the non-linear terms in 
tlie stress-strain relation will be much smaller than the elastic terms. 
Such an approximation is found to be justified in most experimental cases. 
If non-linear terms appear in the stress-strain relation an exact 
solution may be obtained as a Fourier series, and an approximate 
solution by neglecting all but the fundamental Fourier components.
[îioTick (53)].
In general,whenever the stress-strsin relation is non-linepr in 
stress, strain or the first derivatives of these quantités the resultant 
damping:" is stress amplitude dependent. Txius the Standard Linear Solid; 
j^ Zener (43)j a model used with some success to account for the enelestic 
properties of solids, is unable to describe stress amplitude dependent 
damping since it assumes a linear stress-strain relation.
(M)
2.2. The f-bdulus Prefect.
The phase leg between the stress arid strain ss a result of 
nonelastic beha'viour vlll nor. be considered in ter^ ns applicable to ell 
internal friction phenomena. For simplicity It is assumed throughout 
tl'iat the appropriate stress system can be defined by a single stress 
component, or , end that only tlie principal strain, e , corresponding to, tr' 
need be considered. 5his is reasonable since only this strain appears 
in the expression for the work done by the stress j[ l-o^ fick (55)1*
The strain in a material under stress consists of an elastic 
component 6^end a nonelsstic (plastic) component 6 If the applied 
stress, or its funderental Fourier component, is of the form
c  - c; •e’tft. (2.2.)
There w is the angular frequency of the applied stress end t the time, 
then the elastic and plastic strains are resi'ectively
e'  ^ e/Oc/r ^<H/1) , (2.5.)
6' ^ (a. (2.4.)
There the subscripts 1 and 2 refer rss’‘e>ctively to strains in phase with 
end 90  ^out of phase Tith the stress. Ihese relationships are 
illustrated, in Fir.2.1. Hie angle ^ is the phase lag between the stress
end strain, and is elxorn below to be a measure of the internal friction,
V© may write
o-
( 12)
F L a. 2.1. -ŸHRse netflTioNSHiys 
- r u e  s r ^ e s s  «nb the
c <? M"? 6NÜ NTS o e  THiE srRRifi .
Tius the friction is seen to depend to a first approximation on the 
component of nonelastic strsin 90° out of phase with the applied stress.
A dynamic modulus end a complex modulus 6^  are defined by
g-^ = . (2.S.)
<5=5 =  i T ^ f t T i T  •
H:e elastic and dynamic moduli may be related es
(z, = Gg  ^I + -§ ^ (2*S*)
Tlîus,es e result of the nonelastic behaviour,the dynamic modulus, which 
is the experimentally measured modulus, is smaller then the purely elastic 
rcdulus. Ihis leads to the definition of a ’modulus defect’ where
& G: e; (2.9.)
Ihe modulus defect is seen to be related to the component of plastic 
strain 90° out of phase with the stress. Further, ÿ and ~~ere related 
to the imaginary end real part of es
^ => 6-, ^ ^ . (e;.10.)
2.5* Tie Classification cf Internal Friction Phenomena.
Internal friction ray arise by several different basic loss 
processes, tl:e friction in each case being; distinguished by characteristic 
dependences on certain experimental parameters* Ihree common loss 
processes are introduced below.
(a) Relaxation loss processes.
Ihe features of a relaxation loss may be obtained usin- the concept 
of the Standard linear Solid [Z e n e r  ( 4 ^ ) J which is described by
whereand are relaxation times defined in terms of the time the solid
(13)
takes to relax under a constant strain and stress respectively. is a 
’relaxed* modulus since it relates the stress and strain after complete 
relaxation. Tcuetion (2.11.) may be solved by substituting the functions 
cr = <r; i  (2.12. )
€ - (2.13)
Then ^  /
^  f -  1+ u,*-r' ' (2.14.)
with A-r = n^-r; end n- =/îfTg •
Ihe energy lost per stress cycle, A W  , is given by [van Bueren (cl)J
A W  = 1Rg. j (J'Ai <À.t = v o; . (2.15.)
■fo ^ ^
Ihe maximum stored energy during a cycle, W, is riven by 
6 6
W  - J (y <ke ^  r 6 = -^ (Tp . (2.1-S. )
ihus the fractional energy loss per cycle is given by
■= 2 TT ^ =. 2 <^j> . (2.17.)
Hie quantity, j> , end therefore te.n j> of equation (2.14*), is thus a 
measure of the da aping,. It is seen to be positive only when > -r, .
Ihe modulus defect associated with the damping may be calculated 
from JTvan Bueren (61) J
^  = fü. ( - ^ )  , (2.1s.)
whore 6^ 'Is tlie value of Gj e.t very high frequencies, o/t»!. Equation (2.IS.) 
then yields
A G  A -r
~c~ ~ -r(uu,»-r") • (2.19.)
Ihis function end tan ^  of equation (2.14*) ere plotted in Fig.2.2. as a
function of w  .
Hie energy loss as © function of tan tj> is seen to approach zero at 
hi,;h end low frequencies end to have a mexi^ runi at e frequency . Hie
(14)
F(@. &  .2  . th e  Fi/ncnoHi ^ ftnv
A G -
fts 9 PI/NCTIDN OF FRÊâ'VÉrtcy^ u/.
HfC-H
<r
' 2.3. Twe. i-mes -^^TRR/N ne-t^Tiow
B t  ■3>If f s r i s /w x  FRe^)y<*/vt-u£5 ^ t v .
iralulus is Eeen to decreese over the relegation reficn end to be 
constant outside this region, Fi^.2.3. illustrates the stress-strsin., 
relation for a material sho?;in/: a relaxation type loss. Che curve is 
en ellipse in the region of enerpy loss, the slope of the major axis 
pi\inr the complex modulus, j^ IToviick (53)J end the area of the ellipse 
the energy loss per cycle. At hi h and low frequencies the ellipse 
collepses to a strsi^ht line.
Relaxation processes involxin^ , for example , dislocation motion
dck (55) jcan be expected to be strongly temperature dependent jjTowic
accord in to tl:e Arrhenius equation
i k  ^ ( - ^ )  j (Î.ÎO.)
where u/ç is an attempt frequency end E is en activation enerpy.
Although the treatment presented here for the Standard linear Solid 
shows the characteristic features of a relaxation loss, more complicated 
treatments are usually required to describe particular experimental 
results.
(b) Damped resonance loss processes.
Hiis is a type of frequency dependent damping which reaches a
(15)
n-sximum when the frequency of the applied stress reaches the resonant 
frequency of, for example, a dislocation oscillating about its 
equilibrium position under the restraining influence of its line 
tension. £ Koehler (52)^ .
Hie equation desribinp damped oscillatory motion is of the form
A + B  + c >> = F  ^  , (2.21.)
where, cpplied to unit length of a dislocation, R represents the mass 
or inertia, B is the damping constant, c the line tension end the term 
on the right the applied stress. Hie fractional loss of energy per cycle 
is found to be giien by j^ van Bueren (6l)J
where =, , end is the resonant frequency of the dislocation.
Again the friction passes tlirough a maximum at M/*a/p and is Independent 
of the stress amplitude. There as several differences, however, between 
this type of loss and a relaxation loss. In the letter case e variation 
in results only in a, shift of the peek frequency and the shape cf the 
dampin curve is influenced mostly by A'r , In the damped resonance 
case tlie frequency of the ma:d.mum damping de^onds little on%. , while the 
peak 7idth is proportional to^ • Hence to distinguish between relaxation 
and damped resonance internal friction, the behaviour of the corresponding 
relaxation times must be considered. For example, an increase in 
temipcrature results in a rapid increase in the frequency of the maximum 
relaxation damping, while the frequency of tlie maxlimom damped resonance 
loss is hardly affected (only throu^ 'h ^
In fact it may be shown van Bueren (6l)^ | tliat damped resonance 
and relaxation phenomena transform continuously into each other vlicn 8
(16)
ezid S tend to infinitj and the ratio , or , Is held constant,
(c) Static hysteresis loss mechanism.
/ static hysteresis loss is characterised by a marled stress 
amplitude dependence and little dependence on frecnency. It is 
associated with irreversible changes of state* In tlie case of mechanical 
hysteresis for example, suppose that as the stress in a material is 
increased there is a corresponding value of strain, reached 
instantaneously, aM that the same is true Then the stress is decreased 
after reaching a maximum value* If, however, the strain for a given 
stress during unloading is not the same as the corresponding value during 
loa.dln^  , a pern^ anent residual deformation may remain after the removal 
of the stress, end there Till be an energy loss per cycle given by the 
area enclosed in the stress-strsin curve for the cycle. Fig,2.4* ehoTs 
a typical such curve.
If fee each stress durintp the cycle the corresponding strain is 
reached instantaneously,then the form of the hysteresis loop is 
independent of tlie rate of traversal,i.e. the applied stress frecuency. 
Forever, the internal friction is dependent on the amplitude of the 
applied stress. This behaviour is to be contrasted Tith that 
illustrated in Fig. 2.3*
Fl g . 2 AM »i.A.VSraflTl®N oP f?
Ty-picf j i .  ST»Ttc Hy5-reRef<$ ÜOOT,
<r
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CKATTIH 3.
Pur\7py of Tone Fcchrnlg^g 
A brief survey is given here of some of the rays in rhich energy 
may be dissipstrd from e stress rave, emcludiu^ mechanisms involving 
dislocations.
3•1. rirect Scattering by Crystal refects.
Scattering of energy cut of a beam rill result in attenuation of the 
beam. Scattering of stress raves in a crystal is brought about by the 
presence of gradients in the elastic properties of the crystal such as 
rill e>ist at surfaces and around defects. It is very difficult to 
separate scattering effects from the total absorption in a specimen. Ihe 
problem of scattering in e medium containing scattering centres of many 
shapes, sizes, distributions and cross-sections as e function of 
frequency etc, is very complex end only simple cases have been studied 
in detail [ling i Truell (56) , Finspruch, îittcnholt Sc Truell (60)J.
Because of the anis4ropy of the grains in a polycrystalline metal 
there is a discontinuity in the elastic constants et the #rain boundaries 
and scattering results* [ Fa son & Fcfkimin (43) » Fe.padakis (c3)j.
3.2. Thermal Conductivity fosses.
îhen a material is subjected to a stress the resultant strain is 
accompanied by a change in temperature, the compressed parts becoming 
Tarmer than the extended parts, giving rise to temperature gradients, 
an irreversible heat flow, and so a dissipation of energy. For 
longitudinal waves the loss is inversely proportional to the wavelength 
until very high frequencies are reached, when the thermal palh is too 
short for a temperature gradient to be maintained and no thermal
(I S)
ettcnuetion occurs. [l^son (38) , lucke (56)J
Ihermel losses do not occur for shear %eves since the strain is 
homogeneous throu hout the materiel end the tempereture changes ere 
the ea: e everywhere.
For s flexural motion of a thin bar the thermal path is determined
by the dimensions of the bar. At very low frequencies, the Isothermal
limit, the trensfer of mechanical energy into heat and vice versa takes
place reversibly, so there is no net heat generated per cycle. At very
hi h frequencies, the adiabatic limit, there is not time for any heat to
flow, and again there is no loss. 2:e attenuation as a function of
frecuency therefore exhibits a relaxation behaviour, [" Zener, Otis,
^ »
Nuckolls (:e)J.
Another type of loss, called the Zener lo s s  J^tener (fo) J occurs in 
polycrystalline materials. It is a thermoelsstic relaxation loss resulting 
from heat flow from grains that have received more compression in the 
course of the wave motion than adjacent grains. Ihis loss arises from the 
elastic anisotropy of the grains, which may be fairly large in some metals, 
e.g. Fb, !
3.3. Torsos in Forroma/netic Materials.
(a) Ihe AE effect,
Hiis loss arises because of the magnetostrictive effect, j^ozorth (51)^ 
In a positive magnetostrictive material, for example, a compressive stress 
tends to reduce the magnetostrictive expansion of a domain with 
polarisation directed alon,g the stress, end to increase the 
magnetostrictive expansion of a domain directed perpendicular to the 
stress, 'ihe result is that domains at right angles to the stress grow 
at the expense of domains directed parallel to the stress. Hie net
(19)
strain is therefore increased, so that Young s Toduliis, ET , is 
decreased. This effect occurs also in fcrroelastic materials. [^ Fason (50^
(b) Ihe ficro-eddy current effect.
jhis loss has its origin in the eddy currents generated ty the 
stress induced motion of domain vails. [^ Bozorth, ibson, FcHkimin (5I), 
Kittel (58)].
(c) Ihe ffiicrohysteres'8 effect.
Hiis loss occurs because the stress-don-ain wall displacement curve 
is not a straight line but a hysteresis loop. Hie effect is also 
observed in ferroelectric materials. ^ Fason (50) J .
3.4. losses in Piezoelectric 'bterials.
In a piezoelectric crystal losses arise from the oscillating 
electric fields generated by a stress wave. Hie electric fields also 
lead to an increase in the effective values of the relevant elastic 
constants. I-yame (49)» Foga et el (5S)j. Special effects are observed 
when the crystal is also semiconducting Eutson & "hite (62)J, or 
photoconducting ^Cobsecht & Bortschat (59)J.
3,5* The Interaction of Stress ?aves with Conduction Electrons in Feta]s.
losses arising from this interaction ere significant only below 
about lO^K. I avid (64) J . Hie interaction is analogous to the 
interaction of electrons with thermal lattice vibrations, although the 
latter have a somewhat different energy spectrum. Ihis loss has been 
considered by Steinberg (5S) and "orse (59)* Special effects are 
observed when a magnetic field is present.
3.6. Hie Interaction of Strese Taves with Th.er-^ a 1 lattice ^rves.
An interaction betreen a stress wave and thermal lattice waves in
(2 4)
which the stress veve may lose energy, is possible because of the 
enliermonic nature of the lattice forces, theoretical treatments have 
been given by Tomme 1 3c fransfeld (60) end food ruff & rhrenreich (6l).
In effect one wave causes a displacement of atoms which may introduce 
gradients in the elastic properties of the lattice which may, in turn, 
scatter e. second wave.
3*7* Hie Interaction of Stress Yaves with Tuclear Erin terns.
Then a lattice is distorted by a stress wave the electric field 
gradient at the site of a nucleus varies periodically with the 
frecuency of the stress wave* Hiis field gradient produces the 
necessary time dependent perturbation of nuclear spin energy states to 
bring about transitions involving absorption of energy from the stress 
wave.  ^Truell & Tlbaum (62) J.
3.8. Induced riectronic Traneitlons.
An energy loss from an electromagnetic wave, at microwave 
frequencies, is possible as a result of electron transitions between 
energy levels produced by the splitting of one ferel by s magnetic field 
(paramagnetic resonance). The transition may be induced similarly by 
hi h frecuencystress waves, which will then lose energy. ^  Truell & 
Ilbaum (62) ].
3.9» He Stress Induced Orderinr of Tefects.
Hvis effect was first demonstrated by Tnoek (41)# In an 
unstrained lattice there may be several positions for a point defect 
where the elastic energy is the same. If the application of a stress 
separates these energy states, there will be eui irreversible 
redistribution of defects ajnon st the new energy states. In this we y
(21)
energy may be extracted from a periodic stress wave. [Berry (62)J.
A similar redistribution of point defects may occur in the stress 
field of a dislocation, ffhoeck & Seeger (59)J«Stress induced 
reorientation of defects also gives rise to a damping peak, [fay & 
Ctuader (65)J. A large damping may also occur near the transition 
température of an order-disorder transition in ordering alloys, because 
of stress induced ordering. [Fê & Fa (57), Bradley (65)J.
3*10. Crain Boundary Relaxation Tosses.
Some low frecuency (-«1 c/s) relaxation peeks observed in aluminium, 
J^Ke (49^ » pure silver and gold, [learson & Rotherham (56^  end in pure 
iron, [leak (6I)] have been interpreted in terms of a stress induced 
grain boundary diffusion, or a stress induced grain boundary slip.
(22)
ITAFTTR 4.
’ Fxi erlmentel Fethods and Typical Results 
In this chapter the methods by which internal friction is usually 
n.eaeured will be described, end some typical results will be given.
Five characteristic types of da).ping, ere identified end in later 
chapters distinct dislocation processes will be associated with each, 
ether dislocation damping phenomena may eji-st which have not been 
sufficiently investigated for any theoretics! interpretation to Be 
attempted. Te Begin by defining some of the quantities commonly used 
as © measure of the damping, end relating them to the phase lag cj> •
4.1. Ih%erlmental Forgj.res of the Brmrin,^ ,
(a) Ihe attenuation factor, .
Consider a plane stress wave
<r = <xp J^ xyfi ^ Je) ^ U t t  ^ k , (4*1,)
where k is the propagation constant and ac t3:;e attenuation per unit 
distance, Hie term cr .exjt(-<ix) gives an exponential envelope to the sine 
function and, since it is this envelope which determines tlie 
attenuation, we write
- <To -ex^  . (4*2.)
It is asEUi-ied that oc is not a function of Fquation (4.2.) leads to
oL ^ ^  o - ^  (4.3.)
or, considering the attenuation between two points end , where
I  ^ /
oC -
or
c — 7~' \ ' Ncfe%3 / t«NiT .ttNc-rn, (4.4»)t crc^ )^ /
(b) Hie logarithmic decrement.
If end ere separated by one wave-length ^ , then using
(2 3)
the equation (<«4«)
oc X - <A , (4*6. )
where A  is tlie logarithmic decrement.
(c) The width of resonance.
Hie friction is sometimes measured in terms of the width of a 
resonance pedc. If is the peek resonant frequency and end ere 
the frequencies at which the stress wave amplitude has fallen to its
peak value, then in analogy with electrical circuit resonance we define
Hie four quantities o<,A, are all measures of the fractional 
energy loss—  from a stress wave per cycle, end for small damping ere 
related as I^Towick (53)]
9  ' = "0" = t -  (4.8.)
(d) Ihe modulus defect.
Then the friction is measured hy the resonant frecuency technique 
described below, the modulus defect is related to ^ and to the 
fractional change in resonant frequency— ^ as jvan Bueren (Cl) ]
^ if’ - a . (4.9.)
. The fractional velocity change of the stress wave, » in the 
presence of damping is related similarly to the modulus defect*
- 2 , (4.10.)
(e) Hi© orientation factor.
Before theoretical values of the friction may be compered with 
experimental values it is frequently necessary to introduce an 
orientation factor to tel^ e into account the orientation relations
(2 4-)
bc ti^ een the direction of proposation of a stress vave end the various 
possible dislocation slip plenes end directions, Also, many theoretical 
tretments enploy sheer stresses end shear strcins/rhile experimentally 
longitudinal stress waves may be used, for ej^ ample. Crane to & Tiiche (56) 
have considered the corrections necessitated by these effects.j^ See also
7.1 f. j
4"2« lethodg of JT-as^ .irinr the ramrin.^ .
(a) Ihe torsi cn pendu horn method.
-his method requires a specimen in the form of a thin rod or strip
which is then used as a suspension for an inertia member. See damping
is determined by 00seri;in{ , either optically or ritli a capacitance strain
faupe [frown (:!)] , the rata of free decay of torsional oscillations.
[he (<7)J « A modification cf the method in which the decay of velocity
is measured instead has been ^ iven by de "orton, Latt 4 Stsinsby (63).
Die torsion pendulum meii-od is suitable for measurements in the
appro;Imate frequency ranpe O-Xcfi-^ \Scj f , and mczimum strain amplitudes
of about 10 ^ nay be used, De sensitivity of the method is limited by
the beck a round damping arising from losses in the apparatus, so very
smell damping, Q ^ \ 0  , cannot be measured. An inverted torsion
pendulum [’^eini£, (55)] apparatus has been described by Swartz (cl),
which enables decrements above 4" . I to be measured at maximum strain
-y _ +
amplitudes in the ran/e 2 A 0 - > 2 . \ D . Simultaneous modulus measurements 
may be made, end a temperature ranpe 8 0  K-^\DooKmBy be used* A similar 
apparatus described by Okuda (63) enables measurements to be made 
between 4 -2 '^K end room temperature, sûrements in the frequency 
ran/ e \D^-^loi/s have been made by direct me a surer on t of hysteresis loops. 
[Roberts St Drown (6o)J .
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(b) Irjnped eipen vibration method, (Resonant bar technique)
specimen, usually in the form of a bar or plate, Is excited in 
one or more of its resonances; and the decay of the oscillations is 
measured. Very small damping, (P ^   ^, can be measured by this method,
li'je frequency ran^e in vhich the method is applicable is determined by 
the practical rsn^e in dimension of the sarqpie, and is rou.'hly [OOcji-^SoOKcJ^.
Either longitudinal, torsional or flexui'al vsves may be used. Pip. ,^1, 
illustrates some methods of exciting lonp 1 trdinal vibrations in s. rod, • 
which for increased accuracy should be placed in vacuum,
Fif;, 4*1' (a) illustrates the use of a quartz piezoelectric
transducer C^Salnhy (25) , Ealmouth (34)] • Hie frequency of the driving
volta-e is made to vary until the rod vibrates at resonance in the mode 
required. Another quartz crystal is connected to a detector to enable 
the conditions of resonance to be ascertained.
hcjiy experimental methods are based cn the three component 
piezoelectric resonator of I'arx (51). In this arrangement ea auxiliary 
quartz crystal is added to the piezoelectric resonator and. serves as a 
strain ya'o^ e, as illustrated in Fig,4.2. F'easure: ents of the decrement 
may be rado virtually Înstîintaneously. A modification of this
errsnqeircnt by Baker & Carpenter (65) enables strain amplitudes in the
-10 _ «*.
range ID -> 10 to be used.
In Fip,4.1'(b) the exitation and the detection a re. performed using 
t\TO magnetostrictive trans ucers ^ Stanford (50)] . In Fig,4.1.(c) the 
driving force is obtained by interaction between an external magnetic 
field and eddy currents generated at one end of Hie rod by resns of e 
suitable coil, [_Zener, Rose & Randall (32)] * In-rC«4.1'
( 2 7)
excitation is obtained by electroEtatio attraction between en electrode 
end one end of a metal rod specimen* Jacobs & Bancroft (33)]- The 
detection is also electrostatic* based on the periodic variation of capaci­
tance between the other end of the rod and a second electrode E^. £Biuner
& l!ecs (63)*} i ■ r- .
A review of transducers used in the generation and detection of ultra­
sonic waves has been given by Barone (62). Systems for the automatic 
recording of internal friction measurements have been given by Kharitonov ( 6 l ) ,  
Thompson & Glass (58).  ^ i ,
(0) Pulse Methods. , .. . i
A short pulse is radiated into the material under examination and 
detected after it has travelled a known distance» enabling the propagation 
velocity to be measured. The attenuation of the pulse may also be deter­
mined by comparing the transmitted end received pulses e.g. on en oscilloscope. 
Borne versions of the pulse-echo technique have been used by Huntington (47)» 
Roderick & Truell (52). ând Chick» Anderson & Truell (60) » The method
is much ured in the frequency range 1 Mo/s - 100 Mo/s.. The strain amplitude
may be easily varied,although it is usually quite small. Distortion of the 
pulse may arise due to scattering from the sides and end of a specimen, o r  
effects arising from the coupling of the transducer to the specimen or from 
stresses in the specimen. A review of these and other spurious causes cf 
change in pulse shape has been given by Redwood (65) • O
4.3* Pome Typiopl PxrerimentBl Results. ■ r
(e) The Bordonl Internal Friction Peaks.
In a great many different annealed metals cold working is found to 
produce two characteristio pecks in the plot of internal friction against 
temperature around GO°K depending on the measuring frequency.
(28)
They are known as Bordonl pealcs after Bordonl (47). The low temperature
peFk, first observed by Biblett & ?ilks (55) is usuâdly much the smaller.
A typical example from the results of Mblctt & Wilks (55) on copper is
shown in Fig.4.3» which also shows the typical reduction of the damping
upon annealing. These peaks are considered in chapter 5*1* and interpreted
in terms of a relaxation process. .
(b) The Ensiguti Internal Friction Peaks.
These are a group of perhaps three peaks, which have b^en observed by,
amongst others, Ckuda & Easiguti (63) whose measurements on a gold specimen
_
are shown in Fig.4.4» The peak labelled appeared at about 200 Z after 
the specimen was deformed torsionally I6.4/ &t about 70°K# The peaks, 
Labelled P,(140^K) and Pj (220^ K) appeared, and P^  disappeared, after a 32
Q ' ■■ - > •' "
minute anneal at 20 C. These peaks are considered further in chapter 5.2,
and are interpreted as relaxation peaks.
(0) The Internal Friction At High Tanperatures.
This is a type of friction independent of strain amplitude observed 
at low strain amplitudes end relatively high temperatures, and is character­
ised by a rapid increase of decrement with temperature, according to
A„ = R , ' , (4.11.)
where is a constant, and E an activation energy# This behaviour has 
been observed in both single crystal end polyorystalline epeoimens, but in 
the letter It is usually observed by grain boundary relaxation losses,(see 
chapter 3«10.) so only single crystal specimens will be considered.' A 
typical result for aluminium is shown in Fig.4.5* where the exponential 
relation sets in at about 45^ o\. The activation energy calculated from 
the slope of the graph is about O.^e.v., and this is typical of the values
' ' ■ ■; ( \ i •
found for most metals. The friction has been found for copper and
(^9)
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aluminium to deoresee v.lth Increasing frequency at a rate slightly less rai Id 
than the reciprocal of the frequency* Cold work Is found to Increase the 
damping considerably, especially In single crystals where the energy of 
activation Itself increases with the amount of prestrain* This type of 
friction Is considered further In chapter $*3. lost theoretical treatments 
assume this friction arises by a relaxation process*
(d) Amplitude dependent friction at low and medium temperatures#
This is a type of friction common to all metals at low end medium
temperatures* Fig*4*6* shows typical results obtained by ^
in a lightly cold worked copper sample* The friction is also 
seen to increase with increasing temperature* The form of the curves in 
Fig*4*6# suggests that two different mechanisms'are responsible for the 
friction* The decrement will accordingly be resolved into two components, 
A], being the strain amplitude independent decrement'observed at small 
stress amplitudes ( see following section) and Ap the remaining strain 
amplitude dependent decrement* It is found that in general increases 
with cold working but with large degrees of cold work shews a maxiimm*
The presence of impurities is found to reduce this friction* The experi­
mental evidence ccnceming the frequency dependence of A^ is indecisive, 
in some cases there is a small frequency dependence and in others none*
The modulus defect and arc found to be roughly proportional to
each other, the constant of proportionality varying from about 0*15 to 6 
in different specimens* ’ The damping is found also to be reduced by 
quenching from a high temperature and usually the faster the qiench the 
greater the red ction* '
Care must be taken when measuring the fric tion  that time dependent 
effects are not causing errors, Plg*4#7* shows the results of Chambers(^57)
(31)
for the damping of aluminimn as a function of time after excitation at a 
constant amplitude for 2,4*6 and 20 minutes* A damping of this nature 
which appears after a deformation (excitation) end anneals out with time 
either at the deforming temperature or a higher one, is known a& the 
Koster effect* ^Koster (4^ )J* This friction is considered further in 
chapters6, ^ and 8*
(e) /mplitude independent friction at low strain amplitudes*
This is observed at low strain amplitudes and at temperatures below 
those at which the thennally activated friction of (c) above occurs* It 
is the component of the proceeding section* rhen measuring this friction 
care must be taken since it is frequently small and background losses in 
the experiment may be significant, especially the theimoelsstio losses 
(c’apter 3*2*)* Usually the friction increases monotonically with rising 
temperature although in general does not seom to be a simple function 
of tef;-perature* The experimental evidence regarding the frequency depend­
ence of Ai is again inconclusive, some results showing a decrement 
proportional to frequency and others one independent of frequency. : Small 
amounts of cold work are found to increase the friction and as with the 
amplitude dependent friction there is often a Foster effect* In general 
the effect of impurities is to reduce this component of the friction.
Keutron irradiation is found to have a similar effect*
A t eery of this type of friction will be developed in chapter 6.
(f) Miscellaneous Internal Friction Peaks* •
/part from the five characteristic types of damping noted above a 
number of miscellaneous peaks in the damping plotted as a function of 
temperature have been observed^which might he arising from,a dislocation 
mechanism* Examples of such peaks will be given here, but they will be
(32)
£iven no further attention.
Ohuda (65) has observed a peak in gold below due to cold work, 
which might be associated with the motion of kinks along dislocation lines. 
He sign ti, If a ta and lamoshlta (62) have observed peeks apparently lying 
between tiie Bordoni pca3i and the lower Uasiguti peak, in measurements on 
aluminium.
Kessler (57) observed a peak in the friction of germanium at 5S5^» 
(see Fir.5*23.) T.hich shifts its position to lower temperatures after the 
temperature cycle associated with a set of measurements. Ee proposes a 
relaxation mechanism Involving the stress induced diffusion of impurity 
atoms located at sites which ere ine(privaient not by virtue of the basic 
crystal structure, (cf, chapter 3.9») but by the strain field round an 
edge dislocation,
A peaic observed in gold by Kamel (cl) in the region of 450^0 at a 
frequency of ifc/s is shorn in Fir .4.6. together with the associated 
modulus ^ , Quenching from 1 0 to room temperature was foirid to increase 
the height of the pealt consideraJbly, but the temperatui'e of the peak 
remained uncljmv cd, H e peak was observed to move to higher temperatures 
es the applied frequency was increased, and was associated with a relaxation 
process involving; the Hiermally added rlcx’ocreep of pinned dislocation lines 
under the action cf the applied altematinm stress field, Hie behaviour of 
the peak after quencliin^ ; siqpests the defects involved are ve.canciec, ,
Fiiloux, harper & Chambers (64) have me.de extensive measurements on 
tv.'o b.c.c, metals, Kb and Ta, in the temperature ran e 4°K - 
frequencies between 10 and 10 c/s, maîdinam strain amplitudes between 10 
end 10^ , torsional bias stresses in the range 10^* 5«10 V  and found nine
(33)
eeparate peal;8 in the decrement, with associated modulus defects, one 
of them at arouad
Other i;ea>.e are cometlr^s observed, and are often not reproducible, 
rtd'-in ; a systenatic study difficult, Fig.4#9* shows the results of 
Bii-nhauu. ilevy (>6) for an alurdniun single crystal* It was found in this 
experiment tliat tlie Leat treatiûont during the first series of mee curer.c-nts 
wen coefficient to ror.ove the podvS completely, Hie so end other 
ri see lie no ou a poel^.:s have hee-n reviev.ed by Kiblett & ^ ilks (60),
(34)
CÎIAPTTP. 5 
Hede.yatlon losr.cs
5*1# onl Pc al: s.
î!:e ezisteice of these pca-:s has el ready been noted in Chapter 4* 5(a)* 
Before presentin, theoretical interpretations of these peaks, the •eha.viour 
of t e pea}: 8 uni ex- different exp:rirental conditions will be sUim-erised.
(a) ?>• cri: ental Ohsem*etions of the Peaks*
(i) Hie effect of plastic cef or ration.
'Ihe peaks ere ah sent in a perfectly annealed speciren and appear only 
when tlie specimen is subjected, to cold w rk. Tir*5,1. sho?'s the results
cf Cssvell (5G) for a copper single crysta..l. Gross-rolling, will oh
activates a different set of slip planes,is seen to have a more 
pronounced effect on II1.0 rain peak height tlian continued deformation above 
5/ in one direction. feasuremants on single crystals have also been made 
by Briggs (55). firllar effects have been obser\-ed in p 6 ly crystal line- 
speciiao:^  by ITiblett & Bilks (57)* Ihe remalts of Casvell (53) suggest 
tliat the main peeit moves to a slightly higher temperature with increasing 
cold work*
(ii) H e effect of an anneal.
As xe.itior.cdabove t o p.oak2 are not observed in a fully annealed 
spccii,.en* Ihe actaad annea.lin behaviour is ratl.er ccrpliceted ho?ever. 
Fig. 5,f, ehov.Q the results of Baxter & Bilks (65) taken on a 
polyorystalline aluminium specimen at 1 c/s. An a.nnealed specimen was 
first strr.ined 4 *6,1 at 90 K s..A allowed to rest at th-is temperature for 
ro hour's, T.hon the friction had decree sad to tie constant va'ue
(35)
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correspondit;^  to cur%"e (1) in T e pain jÆok occtirs at 95
end tpo ema 1er peclce at ap: rorinetely 66% and 52%. Mother smaller 
peah occurs at about IZG K. The ejeciiren ras then annealed, in sta; es 
to hrinp it up t room temperature. /nnealinp for one hour at 292®K 
iiicreoEt‘-i Ihe height of the lain i.eali as she. n by cur'^ e (ii). Furtl er 
anneals at hi/her temperatures are seen to decrease the peak idpht.
TlLCto rear ts 1 dice to that at least tvo processes are involved in the ' 
s:u:eali:pr, f t e Tordozd peal-: in plastiùaldefer;.ed aluiiiininm. A 
similar ajLieadiir' iehavlour lias 'been ,obser\.-ed in copper by JJiblett &
Silks (:2).
To rc.yO'.e the peal: completely an anneal at s. temperature Just below 
t!-e recrystallisation temperatuix) of the rpecirnerL is required. 'Hiis is 
a much higher te'-p^ erat-ur© than tliat reqndrod to anneal out point defects 
jriblett & V.i]Vs (56)]#
hcaEureusnts by nord onl et al. (59), Casv ell(53 ), Kiblett & tillts (59) 
and laztcr & hills (63) all Indicate that tne temporatui-o at which the mnin 
real: occurs is lowered hy arourjd 5 t:= hO% by anneal in," in the rep ion of 
2C0*K.
(iii)The depcanie.ice on strain Guplitade*
The results of l.iblett & bills [57), Tack (62), fere (6I) and Caswell 
(50) show that t-e strain amplitude dei^ cndence of the friction in the 
Bordonl peek rep ion is not nuch different from that of" the beclqpround 
(or .rruiealed sample; iriciio , though the repnituds of the friction is 
hi, her ot larper strain amplitudes. rip.5-<% shore the results cf Pare 
(61). In particular thj3 ter pore ture of the peak is seen to be unaffected.
(3 7)
(îv) Tho effect of purity.
ilie height of the Bordoni peak is pre&tly reduced by the presence of 
impurities. Fle"5*4* shows the results of Caswell (53) for a copper 
specimen which illustrate this effect. Caswell also observed tîiat nickel, 
which has an atomic radius 2»5;^ greater than copper, was less effective in 
reducing the peek height than gold, which has an atomic radius 11# 
greater. The sensitivity of the peak height to impurity content is 
illustrated by the results of Fiblett & Wilks (56), who found the peal: 
height in pure copper to be reduced by a factor of ten when 0*0026^ Bi 
end 0#032^ 0 P was added#
The main peak is also observed to move a few decrees towards a lower 
temperature when Impurities are added, and at the same time it appears to 
become slightly broader j^ îTiblett & Wilks (sw), Caswell (53)J«
ITeutron irradiation appears to have a very similar effect on the Bordoni 
peaks as the presence of impurities. ^Siblett & l^ ilks (60)j Fig.5.5» sliow/s 
the measurements made by Thompson & holmes (59) on a polyorystalline copper 
specimen before and after neutron irradiation# The two peaks have been 
brought into coincidence simply by reducing the unirradiated peak by 19*63'.
(v) The effect of frequency#
T3:e peaks have been observed at frequencies from around Ic/s {^ Baxter 
St Bilks (63)J to several Tc/s jsordoni et al# (59)]# If the Bordonl 
peeks arise from a simule re Isolation process a graph of ^  a g a i n s t *
'PK
where u/ is tlie measuring frequency end temperature at which the
peelc occurs, should give a straight line whose slope is equal to tlie 
activation energy 6 of the process, and whose intercept on tlie ^  ^  a,xis 
gives the attempt frequency of tlie process (cf# equation 2.20.)#
(3S)
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Hiblett (61) has plotted such a ^raph, v^ hich is shown in Fig#5«^* usirL* 
all the svsilable experimental results on pure copper specimens vith similar 
cold work treatments# Ihe points show considerable scatter, which may 
arise because of differing amounts of deformation, degrees of purity and 
Ggin^ at room temperature, although Fare (61) has shown this is unlikely#
Fig,5.6# indicates an activation energy of about 0#14e*v. end an 
attempt frequency of about 4*10^Bec#^ -basrjîjements by Bordoni et# el#(59) et 
frequencies in the range l«OKc/s to 6*51b/s indicate an activation energy
iZ -%
of 0122 ev* and an attempt frequency of 2#4*10 sec* but relatively impure 
copper specimens were used (0*12/' Pb) which could account for the 
discrepancy between these two results* ' easurements on a single pure 
specimen over a wide frequency range are really required#
i’i£*5*7* shows eimiler results for Al compiled by Baxter & ^ ilks (S3) *
A curve is plotted for both the madn and subsidiary peak* i/ain the points 
show considerable scatter# An activation energy of 0#30ev* and an attempt
i( -I
frequency of 10 sec. are found for tlie main peak,and correspording values of
,3 -I
G*17ev# and '^10 sec# for the subsidiary peel:, are calculated# Ihe se attempt 
frequencies seem rather high for any dislocation motion# ITowever, the peaks 
appear to be too broad to represent a single relaxation process, end probably 
involve a distribution of activation energies or attempt frequencies, or both, 
Bordoni et al. (59) concluded from the shape of tlie peak at different 
frequencies that a distribution of attempt frequencies existed* Berry & 
Fowick (60) end Fiblett (6I) have also considered the effect of such 
distributions*
Fiblett (61) has calculated the theoretical dependence of the width 
of tlie main Bordonl peal:, • on the peak temperature, T„ , for the case
(^0)
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of, (a) a sin^ rle relaxation process, (B) a sing le activation energy, but a 
distribution of attempt frequencies, and (C) a single attempt frccuency, 
but a distribution in activation energies# The results of this calculation 
are illustrated in Fig,5.8# v>here the peak VFidthA{r)is plotted ege.inst 
end the lines A,B end C refer to the conditions above# Tlie exact slope 
of the curve C, and thie separation A and B depend on the breadth of the 
distribution assuir-cd# Fig'5*9# shows the results of Fig#5*o# treated in 
this way# Hie peak width was taken a s ^ -   ^, where is the temperature, 
greater than 1%,, at which the friction has fallen to half its maxciimm value 
in order to eliminate the effect of the subsidisi'y Bordoni peak. The 
scatter of the experimental points is considerable, but a distribution in 
activation energies witli a sing le attenpt frequency seems slightly favoured. 
It is probable, however, that a complete description will have to introduce 
a range of both activation energies and attempt frequencies#
(vi) Trie modulus defect# . .
Simultaneous measurements of Youngs modulus, 6-, g M  the decrement in 
the region of the Bordoni peeks have been made by Thompson & FoLmes (59), 
using" the resonant bar technique and frequencies of 10 to 20 Kc/s# Fig.5# 10, 
allows the results obtained for s neutron irradiated polycrystalline copper 
specimen. At tlie temperatures of the peaks the modulus curve is seen to 
have 8 complex stop like stimicture# Fig#5# 11# shows similar measuz'oments 
on a similar but unirradiated and less cold worked crystal# The cun e is 
seen to show considerable structure# Tlie detail was found to decrease 
vith. increasing cold work# In the simple relaxation theory of Fencr (40), 
abrupt decreases in the modulus are to be cx^ iocted at temperatures at 
which perks in the decrement appear also, cf, chapter 2#3(a) # This again
( 4-2 )
Elit:geSts, therefore, that the Bordonl peeks contain a number of superposed 
relaxation peal:s.
(vii) i'eeourenents in b*c#c. and hexagonal lattices*
So far only naterlals having e f.c.c# structure hove been considered, 
end in fact most investigations have been on such niaterials* A review of 
the experimental data relating to f.c.c, b.c.c# end h.c.p# lattices has 
been given by Sack (62). ■ In iron, a b.c.c. metal, a few experimental 
results have been obtained, but it is not possible to £cy definitely 
whetlier tlie re is a Bordoni type peak. Chambers & Schultz (62) have studied 
the b.c.c. metals Bb, Tb., lb end W, and found there exist two relatively 
broad tliermally activated relaxation peaks in the internal friction vers’us 
temperature curves of plastically deformed specimens of these metals* Hie 
peaks are cinilar in some ways to the Bordoni %:eaks observed in copper.
The activation energies are around 2 to 4 times larger than in copper, 
while the attempt f .-equcncics terkl to be slightly lower then in copper. Hie 
peelis also chow a structure. Hie two classes of metal also show a difference 
in their response to annealing, the structuro of the peaks in tke b.c.c, 
metals being affected at anneal tempers.tares much below tlioce required to 
produce similar effects in f.c.c# metals.
As for copper, tlie effect of impurities is to reduce the peak height
and peak temperature. A thermal aging treatment at temperatu-'es just und.er 
the re crystallisation temperature in lb produces a large increase in the 
rmdulus measured at room tempera tore, but very little change in that 
measured at 5®h# Hiis bchrviour indicates that,contrary to the behaviour 
in copper, only a very small fraction of the dislocations in cold worlred
I’o are free to novo at Thus almost all dislocations in Mo must be
(43)
thermally activated over barriers Hiat are generally much larger than 
those found in the f.c.c, metals.
In the class of h.c.p, metals, magnesium has been studied by Tsui (&|), 
and sine by Head (40). Peaks are observed with essentially the same 
character as tlioce epi-earint;: in f.c.c* me tads.
Thus it is probable that the mechanism producing: the Bordoni peaks in 
f.c.c. metals is operative in other re taIs also, although a definite 
decision cennot yet be made,
(viii) Hie Biblett and filks peek.
Hie behaviour of this peek,which appears on the lev: temperature 
side of the rain Bordoni peek, is usually very similar to t'.at cf the 
main peal:. For example, low temperature anneals cause the s^ absidiary 
peal: to decrease in magnitude about as rapidly eg the rain peak, in copper, 
and even faster than the main peak, in ^ old j^ d:uda (63)^ . Tliile the 
Kiblett & bilks peak is normally smaller than t'.c main Bordoni peak, .
Oluda (63) finds that in gold after a deformetion in torsion, rather than 
tension, it is as large as th.e main peal:. Brailsford (55) notes that 
while tlie main peak moves to slightly lever terpxiratur-es when impurities 
are added, the temperature of the subsidiary peak is apparently uncîia.nged.
(b) Hieorc-tical interpretations of the Bordoni Peaks.
Hie fact tiiat the peak moves to higher terperatures at Iiipher 
frequencies, end the apparent Indspende:ice of the peak of strain amplitude, 
cu. gests a relaxation mechanism is responsible for the peaks. Since for a 
fi}%d applied frequency the temperatures at which the pecks occur arc 
affected at moot very little by cold worl.ing, the activation energy
(4-4-)
ecsociatcd v,lth the peak is indeperident of both the density of dislocations 
present end the separation of dislocation nodes# Hie activation enerpy 
seers also to be unrelated to the presence of point defects, since for a 
fixed frccuency the températures of the peaks are largely independent of 
the concentration end nature of the Impurities present, iheee experimental 
observations, together vith the fact that the peaks anneal out at 
temperatures near the recrystallisation tempera tire of e specimen, ?hich is 
far above the temperature at vhich point defects anneal out, suppest that 
an intrinsic dislocation medianism is responsible for the relaxation; a 
rrechenisn vhich does not depend on a particular length of dislocation line, 
or on its interaction vith impurity atoms. Seeper end Seeger
et el. (57) lieve proposed such a mechanism, in vhich short lengths of 
dislocation ere thermally activated ov-er the Peierls barrier ( ç 3>)J
in a cry stal.
(i) Seegers'theory.
Consider a len^ cth of dislocation lyin^ g parallel to one of the close 
packed directions of its glide plane. In order to move such a dislocation 
into an adjacent potential veil vitliout the aid of thermal energy, a shear 
stress must be applied normal to tlie dislocation equal in ncgnitude to the
3715/- oci^ TioN ffy- ff
t= iNi-r t ,a.
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Peierls stress at absolute sero, * However, at finite temperatures, a 
section of the dislocation line is eet into transverse vibration in its slip 
plane by thermal stress waves, and in some cases the random action of thermal 
vibrations till be sufficient to drive part of the dislocation into a 
neighbouring, potential valley in each cycle# If the resulting pair of kin>s, 
A and S in Fig.5*12, attain a sufficient separation,which depends on 
the applied stress, tliey may be pulled apart by the applied stress so that 
the whole dislocation moves to the neighbouring va"' ley, He applied stress 
necessary to separate tvo kinhs is mch smaller than the Peierls stress,
At separations less ihan d^^the motion of the links Is essentially 
reversible. Hiua for an applied stress © dislocation line can move fore­
word by tfo processes, i) the sideways motion of lirhs, ii) the formation of 
new pairs of kinl's of opposite sign, He kid: formation requires thermal 
energy, and b o  occurs with a temperature dependent frequency. If the 
frequency, f , of tlie applied stress is large compared vith the frequency,V , 
vith which a pair of kinks In a (dislocation is formed, kink formation 
contributes nothing to t'e strain and to the energy dissipation. If f is 
Bmall compared with v  , the kinks are always in t' ermal equilibrium, ard 
spein no energy loss occurs. However, when the two frequencies are 
aTproximate ly equal, an internal friction results. He energy dissipation 
takes place as pbonon radiation from accelerating dislocation lines.
To calculate t' e rarnitrude of the internal friction, t' e rate of 
formation,V , of double kinks must be calculated, Sceger (55) ^scd the 
Arrhenius equation J^ Zcner (52)],
V  , (5*1#)
where H  is an attempt frequency, ie. the nmmber of times a second the
(4-6)
dislocation is in a favourable position for the formation of s bulge, and H 
is tiie activation energy for t’ie formation of a bulge, Seeger took H to bo 
gust twice the additional energy,Vv^ , associated with a singjle kin!-: in a 
dislocation which is othexvdse parallel to a lattice direction, and Vp he 
took to be just the frequency of oscillation of a dislocation in a Peierls 
potential well, His treatment, however, gives only an appro:dmate 
agreement witli the experimental observations,(in particular the temperature 
of the peak is predicted to vary witîi strain amplitud<^ because equation 
(5*1») is not applicable to the formation of bulges in dislocation lines,
Tills equation is applicable, for example, to the motion, along- a fixed patli, 
of sinf-le atoms from an initial to a final state. However, a bulge in a 
dislocation extends over a 100 or more atoms, end a dislocation in cheng.ing 
from its initial state, ie, lying in a single potential well, to its final 
state, ie. containing two kinl^ s which ere sufficiently separated to be stable, 
does not pass tlirough a well defined ssdlle point configuration, since there 
are a variety of ways by which the final state may be reached. Equation 
(5.1.) is therefore not applicable,
Seeger, fonth & Pfeff (57) have given a more tl:orough treatment of 
this problem using fonth*s (57) statistical calculation of tùie rate cf 
thermally activated kink formation, and a summary of tlieir theory will be 
given here. He shape cf a dislocation line, y('>c^ fc)(see Pig.5.12.) is to 
a good approximation determined by tlie equation [scegcr (5 )^]
^  - -m = k 0;'%^ ~ l?(r , (5.2)
where end m are t!:e energy and mass per unit length of tlie dislocation, b 
is the Burgers vector of the dislocation, cr the resolved applied shear 
stress, and a the lattice parameter In the y -direction. Equation (5.2,)
(4-7)
leads to a kinlv energy, of the form
Ivk = , (5.3.)
a klnlc width,f^^, (see Flg,5*12.)
A— i /  ^\
and a critical kink separation, under an applied stress, o-, go-ci^ crp j
- ^ £ > ^ ( 4 ^ )  . (5.5.)
Tonih shows that a solution of equation (5.2.) may be found in terms 
of normal modes of dislocation vibration, each characterised by an energ:/, 
W \ per wavelength. In the case V=^2.^^the dislocation vibrations are 
related to pairs of kinlis of opposite sign, Ihe exchange of energy between 
these modes is represented by a model in which particles, labelled by the 
coordinate diffuse under the influence of thermal stresses end radiation 
damping, He diffusion equation representing this process Is solved, end 
finally the mean frequency, y  , with which a dislocation leaves the 
potential wells slicw-n in Fig.5*12. is found, as a function of H and 
temperature, from the equations
C 5 (5*-«)
H  -  - A l £ r ^ ^  =. k T  R  A. , (5.8.)
where is the approi^ riate velocity of sound, and the functions )q end 
are shown in Figc.5«15(&) & 5* 13(b)* The parameters i^ end ok are given by
"  ' V (5.9.)
■ (5.10.)
Using tills result, Seegcr et el* calculate the maximum decrement
associated with the relaxation process, using a rate theory argument
similar to that used by Tason (55), end find
(^ r8)
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(5.12.)
Mo ^ 3 the nurrher' of dislocation loops, of evera^ -c length L , per nnlt 
volume, T.hich contribute to the relaxation, and H is Hie area sT-ept out by 
one dislocation durlny the process* The value of R cannot be specified 
e^ Xtctly, but cn upper and lower lirdt can be £dvcn* Ftrovidiïur'é’is 
sufficiently IcTje for the kink mechaniem to operate, e lower limit cf 
is ^ iven by tailing F i^ la . which corresponds to a dislocation moving one 
atomic spacing* in upper limit is obtained from the assumption that a 
dislocation sweeps out the maximum area compatible with the applied stress. 
Hie dislocation line tension, end tlie loop length, 1. The upper limit of 
la then found to be
6 - - I T  A? N . i r
= 2 4-4-8 E,
(ii) A comparison of Scrger's tlicory with experiment*
(5.13.)
Elis theory is found to account cuite well for many of tlie observed 
features of the Bordoni peak. Equation 5*8. predicts an activation energy 
which is independent of stress amplitude, at least up to stresses for 
which o(= I * Eie theory also leads to reasonable values of and L  *
f+9)
Velues of o;**calculated from the results of different investigators ere 
foeind to be quite consistent, end in reasonably £Ood agreement with 
tlieoretical predictions. j^ See^ er et al. (37)J
Hie subsidiary Bordoni pcalc iray be accounted for in terms of a 
different type of dislocaticai, or dislocations on a different slip plane, 
vith different values of <r^  and activation energy# Hiis is also in 
agreement liitli the obseinration that the main Bordoni peal: contains several 
component peal:s. Hie concept of several activation energies is also in 
agreement wiHi tlie observation tîiat the temperature of the main pealc is 
slightly affected by cold work, annealing and irradiation, since these 
treatrænts may be expected to affect different dislocation systems in 
different ways, ^n overlapping spectrum of peaks would also explain why 
the above theory leads to a peak width of only about half tliat observed 
e xpe r i rsen ta 1 ly •
tihe üicory also accounts qualitatively for tlie observed dependence of 
the perk height on cold work, annealing end impur it;;'' content. Hie initial 
increase in tlie pealc height witli cold work is associated with an increase 
ill tlie number of dislocations. Both large amounts of cold wozic end iiie 
presence of imparities will decrease the average dislocation loop longtli, 
and hence, according to equation 3*13f the friction. Hie fact that the 
height of the jierk sometimes increases on annealing before decreasing, is 
attributed to tlie reorientation of tlie dislocations present ^
Hiis mcy result in longer loop lengtlis, with a ler^er fraction of tliem 
lying along close packed directions and thus contributing to the internal 
friction.
(lii) Modifications to the Seerer-Bonth theory*
Hie tlieory of Seeger &. Bontli has "been modified by lotlie (cO) & (63), 
who considers the recombination of kink pairs, of separation greater tli£'Hct^ ,, 
by diffusion* j^ Lothe & Birth ( 5 9 ) ]  kinks mot reach a separation 
rather greater tl'ien this case, before they may be considered as
effectively separated, Seeger & Schiller (62) have calculated the rate of 
thermally activated kink formation using an approach differing from ths.t 
of Boath (57)* formation of double kini s with the critical séparation
£^ c*is regarded as a diffusion process* In this approach the interaction 
of hirks is considered* Ilcnr/ever, tl'voe modifications leave the origiaa.1 
Seegcr-fonth tlieory essentially uncl:ang:ei.
Pare (6l) has pointed out that some of the discrepancies between the 
Seeger-Pontli theory and experirent may be resolved when the presence of 
internal stresses in a metal is considered, Seeger and Bonth consider the 
probability of forewerd jumps of a dislocation loop only, and neglect the 
probability of baclvard d-mps* Pare finds timt under certain conditions 
tlie two probabilities may be similar, leadiiiig: to a very small Bordoni peak 
on the cbo\-e llieory* Be fiixls tliere is a rinimum stress, which is a 
function of loop lenih, which must be applied to a dislocation for the 
Sordoni peak to have a mcasurrble height* Ihe minimmvalue of tliis stress, 
corresponding to the longest loop lengtlis which are likely to occur, ie*
In very lightly worked samples, is calculated io bo 0*Cl<r;*, Since the 
perk has been observed using applied stresses less than 10 the stresses
in cue8tion mst be internal stresses* If then, tlie dislocations are 
under a total stress, internal end external, which is appreciable compered 
with <Tp“, then the activation energy given by equation 5*B* cry veil
(S'!)
decrease as tlie applied stress Is increased, even with a low applied stress. 
Hiis leads to two effects, firstly, there will be a distribution of 
internal stresses, and hence a distribution of activation energies, with a 
consequent broadening of the relaxation peak. Secondly, the variation of 
the peak temperature with c.ppllcd stress Till be inucîi smaller than right 
otliorT-'ise be expected. Hiis tlieory is also capable of explaining why 
components of the rain Bordoni peak ray be distinruishc-d in lightly cold 
worked samples, but not in more heavily worked samples, for in the latter 
larger ran es in i.itemal stresses ml'ht be expected.
(iv) Brailsford's theory.
A different account of tlie Bordoni pealvs has been %.Toposed by 
Brailsford (cl), who considers dislocations which are not parallel to close 
packed directions, but at a snail angle to them, finks are elvays present, 
therefore, in contrast to Seeger*s model which assumes tliey are thermally 
activated. Brailsford considers the motion, of a dislocation line in terms 
of the therrally activated motion of kirks, each only one or two lattice 
spacing8 wide, and tlius emphasises the atomic nature of a dislocation, 
Hienmal ecullihriirm is attained then the kink diffusion currents along 
the dislocation exc sero, end the rates of generation end recombination of 
kirk pairs are cq-ioal at each point in the dislocation. In contrast to 
Beeper, Brailsford assumes tie rate of thermal generation of ki ks ic very 
snail. Hoe motion of a dislocation line under the influence of cn applied 
stress is then regarded es a motion of the kinks towards one or other end 
of the dislocation line; ie* t■e equilibrium kink distribution is disturbed, 
Hie motion of kinks along a dislocation due to an applied stress, is 
illustrated in Fig.5.14#
(52)
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V^ hen rn. oscillating: stress is applied, a relaxation loss arises 
which has a marinuia when the stress frequency, f , is given by
-f = f, (t t ) * (5*14.)
where is tlie attempt frequency, end Hkthe activeticn energy for a kink 
to move one atomic spacing along a dislocation. A relaxation tine,% , 
characteristic of the motion of a .length, A , of dislocation, may be 
defined in terms of the time kinks tal-G to diffuse along the line under 
the action of a small harmonic tine-varying stress. Brailsford finds 
where B is the diffusi.n constant for kinic motion, given by
B = (t ^ )  • (5*15.)
He also finds an expression for the decrement, which in contrast to that 
of Serger*s theory, is a function of dislocation loop length.
This theory is able to account for all the basic features of the 
Bordoni peelcs. In addition, it pr<^icts an attempt frequency, which is 
a function of dislocation length, and henco the specimen history. A 
unique value is nolon:.er expected, therefore. Hie theoretical peek width 
may be increased towards observed values by considering' a distribution of 
dislocation lengths. Siis theory also leads immediately to an explanation 
of the slight shift of the temperature of the main peek with cold work or 
irradiation. Hie Initial effect of cold work will be to increase A, end 
hence above. Hie peak therefore shifts to a higher temperature.
(53)
Silîiil rly, tbs effect of irradiation will be to decrease A and hence to 
lower the temperature of the peak# The absence of the peak in well annealed 
©lecimens implies th-t in this state, dislocations are either absent, or lie 
almost entirely along close packed directions, with all the kinks condensed 
to form very large steps. These steps break up again into many kinks upon 
plnatio defcrmntlon, the kink régénération being completed at fairly low 
deformations, when the peak height should saturate, ac> is observed.
The low temperature subsidiary peak Is attributed by Br&llsford to pure 
screw dislocations, a view supported by the fact that while the main peak, 
has its temperature lowered by Impurities, the subsidiary peak remains un­
changed. - "
An apparent fault with Brailsford’a theory is his Assumption t};at the 
relationyuk'T^J> whereyw is a mobility and k Boltzmanns constant, is applic­
able to the kink motion. However, this is net the case, since the diffusion 
end stress induced kink notions are correlated. ^Alefeld (65)J* The 
theory also assumes that kink motion is thermally activated, so very little 
dislocation motion by this mechanism should be possible at liquid helium 
temperatures. This is in contrast to the observations of Bruner & Mecs (63) 
and Bruyvesteyn & Blaiese (62). Accordingly Brailsford (65) has modified 
hict theory by including tie effect of Internal stresses, when the relaxation 
time %  above is found to be no longer the one determining the relaxation. 
Instead the relaxation is determined by the time % which is a measure of 
time for any kink concentration in excess of the thermal equilibrium value 
to decay. It is the bowing out cf dislocations under the influence of 
l&rge internal stresses which gives rise to excess kink concentrations.
The approach is found to predict a relaxation poak with the properties 
required to describe the main Bordoni ]eak, and also leads to a possible
(S4-)
explanation of the suhsidiaiy Eordcni peak# The liter may arise hy
F ;
/ Î
dislocations in crystal regions of small internal stress, when the relaxation
is determined hy » The relative intensity of the two peaks should then
' "  ^ j ^
depend on the mode of deformation, as is observed, I
(v) Discussion.  ^ ' - ■ ■ ■ : , ,, / .
‘ ' 2-1 >v , ' ! ;
The approach of Brailsford (65) leads to a theoiy very similar to
t g -
fare's (6I) modifioatlon of the Sceger-Donth theory, end it is difficult to 
devise a clear-cut experimental test to distinguish between the two theories. 
However, if an accurate determination of the attempt.frequency arsoclated 
with the Bordoni peak yields a value in excess of 10 W]» , where %  is the 
Debye frequency,.then Bpailsford (65) concludes that his mechanism cannot 
be operating. An investigation of whether or not the relaxation time 
arsoclated with the peak is a function of dislocation length, should also 
help to decide between the two theories. ;
■ ' It should be possible to determine the importance of internal stresses 
by considering the Bordoni peaks in poly-crystalllne materials, A small
■' ' " ' ' ' ' ! o'l / i '
-grain size material should show a well developed peak for smaller amounts
,  ^ I /. I- \
of prestrain than a large grain sample, since there ere presumably more 
regions cf high stress concentration in the former. The observations of
Thompson & Holmes (59) give weak support for this conclusion, while those of
; .V 2 • i'-' •  ^" ■ i
Hutchison & Hutton (58) appear to give no support- However, further
experiments are reqvired. _____ _______
Measurements cf Meca & Howick (65) on the modulus defect associated
: I  ^ ,^ rl-- • 1 Ü • r ; ■ ' , I - . ' ; . -r , : •=' >X v '
with the Roster effect are also relevant to this discussion. .These authors
find that a largo fraction of the total modulus defect at room temperature 
corresponds to the Bordoni relaxation. This is difficult to understand in 
terne of Seeger's model, which assumes that only the small fraction of
(55)
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dislocations present in a crystal Wiloh are parallel to a close packed 
direction, take part In the relaxation# However, this difficulty does not 
arise with Brailsford*s theory, which claims that all dislocations with built 
in kinks contribute to the relaxation.
5#2. H rc i. -u t i Iczks  P, .P i end ?g -
(a )  r> ;^e rim ente l o 'ocrv-a ti^ns o f t?.e ]>es>:s.
/.e h^;.tioiiC 'd in. chap te r 4 * j ( b ) ,a  ^roup o f  tîire e  peeks produced hj
p la s t ic  d e fo rîL s ticn  ere  observed in  the te p e re t ire  rap j e hetvrce 3 100 K end
room ter? '.i.cratare • Hiey ere a t  p rese .it n o t w e l l  unders tood , elth-ou^'h
mechanisms lave  been proposnd to  account f o r  t h e i r  oceurra>ce* Hiey are
observed in  both. s in p le  c r y s ta l e id  p o ly c ry s ta l l in e  specimens . (Hieme peaks
ha \e  rece n t ly  been s tud ied  in  s.me d e ta i l  by H e s ifu t i  & Qoide (6 3 ), vho have
la b e lle d  them ?, , and F3 . Ihe re  sprits  o f th is  in v e s t ig a t io n ,  r h ic h  were
e s s e n t ia l ly  the aa 'e  f o r  bo th  Hie copper and (o ld  specimens used, w i l l  be
sumvariscd here# r i p .  5*15 shows the messurere i t s  o f  decrement as a fu n c t io n
o f  tempera t i r e  made on a p o ly c ry s ta l l in e  po ld  specimen, d e fe rre d  lc *4  by
to rs io n  a t  l ic u id  n i trope :i te  p e ra to re s . Â f re c u s rc y  o f 4 c /s  was used#
i. peak, , a%.j.eaz'ed on wanrdnp up the sp’^ c ire n  a f te r  t ' e  d e fo rm a tio n , cuttv'g
(i)f w liich  be an t^  decay around i t s  peek tc : p e r e t i r e . An annea l f o r  p2
m inutes a t  20 C caused Ig to  d isapp-err cohp 'e teTy, and the sms'. 1e r  peaks P,
end P3 to  appear, cuirve ( i i ) #  P, and P^  g ra d u a lly  d isappeared upon
annealing: a t  tm pe rs trr*es above room temp r a tu re ,  curves ( i l l )  ard ( iv ) #
H io mandmm h e ig h t o f  e l l  the iOsks lu c re e re d  w ith  in c re r s in -  d e fo rm a tio n  a t
f i r s t ,  then decreased o r  sa tu ra te d  a t  le rp e r  d e fo rm a tio n s , as shown in  Pip#
5# 16. I t  ra s  found t l ia t  i f ,  a f te r  P, o r  had g-rcwn to  a lm ost ra r im m
perk h o i h t ,  tlie  specimen was fu r th e r  d e fe rre d  a t  l i c u id  n i t r o ;e n  tem pera ture ,
(57)
the heipht of these peaks was temporarily reduced; suf^ estln,g' that the 
further defo matioa îihd at least parti; destroyed the origin of the peaks. 
This effect ras noted also by Boiwa & Hesiguti (45) whose results trkcn. 
with a copiéer spc.-ciren are shovm in Fig. 5*17, Ihe nsesuremeiats, refer to 
t}.ie peak P, , aid show alsi the effe t of 50 minute isochronal anneals on 
the height of the pealc.
Hasi;uti & Œaid.a (65) observe the %ieaks P, and (but not ) could 
also be produced by cold work at room temperature. The temperatures of 
the- peeks were Irdcpordeiit of the degree of defor. ation, but increesed as 
tlie measuring frequency increased, as expected for a relaxe.lion prooe^F,
Fig 5,15 shows simultaneous measure-cuts of reciprocal resonant frequency 
'fn (i.e. modulus) and internal friction in the region of P^ , for a gold 
s. eci.'.en, twisted at after first warming up to about -75 C, end
then cooling again. Then no structirs l charges, e.r* dislocation 
displacements, take place in a crystal, the modulus shcrild decrease, i.e.
should in^ .reace,with increasing temperature, anl this change should be 
reversible. The results indicate structural changes are taking place.
A discontinuity in was also observed at about -lO^ C, about the temperature 
for the growth of I\.
Quenchi:\, a specimen from 1000 C in such a way as to introduce the 
same number of vacancies as a def-, r atlo i of a fewi might introduce, did 
not c ivc rise to any pronounced peaks. Tlien this quenched epecimen was 
def rmed at 73^ %, the results of internal friction, measurements were 
essentially tiie scjne as shown in Fig.5.1.5* This behavdour is to be 
contrasted with that of the Bordciii podc. The annealing behaviour of P, ,
P, and I’j is also very different from that of the Pordoni peek, very much
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f  tcz ce re tires  *Sien roco ter:po tizre ’fcclr^" re^rilrcc to
re r  ve t.> Bc-r^ofii teek . (3:i2iia & Hrsi^uti elss sstrrc tk s t f ie  h e lrk t  c f  
tie  rcr*- n i %eek eeered t j  decrease s ll^ 'h tlj as ecjiesr^d, s. d  to 
lucre esc e^aln Then ?^  d i serres red.
C -:er Im estim ations of tl:f 59 trrrse xerhs hsve teen made 'tj F i t l e t t  
i  T llh s  (57 ) ,  SiorcEon & Holies (5? ), ( 61 ) ,  F i t l e t t  ( 61 ) ,  Fsxter &
T 121:3 (62). FolTS ic Tc si ntl (cl) fourd that 2. presmsallnf treetre".t of 
a corner see:Iren effected t e hel ht cf the F, reel*. Ihe helrht
cf a ?, lesh in r fairly ;tire copier epecizen^fcr enarpIe^Tss f ;yin: to he 
£~all Then the epeclrer* had pre-vicesly heen ennaale* at 603 C. 2!:is r^y 
accomt f zr te srall real's clEemed hj Ecoter & *l:hs (62), Tr^ jner (cO),
Fib  Lett 1 T i l ls  ( 57 ) gzd others.
I l l  three peslis sp.esr toes char acterised h j a r o l l  ce fined a c tlT a irn  
encr. p . F i r : .  5*13 acd 5*23 ehcT? t  s frecnency dependence of the 
t e - Jerr tire s  of tx- pecks F. a.d ?j in  gold axdcoTper respective’ 7 , as
res sored .7  v a rlr ie  anthers. hahle I  ^ivss t e  va’nas cf the sctèvation
energy c-d at:ezp t freoncncy c s t i’.a t  d hy Tariros anchors fo r  gold ard 
ccp .rr,
(b ) Ih ecrctiea l in terpréta tie rs  of tie  peels.
l ie  a e n s it i ' i ty  cf t lx  peal 3 to azmeadin treat~.e::t snpoeets t  a t  
point defects ere resp-^cnsibls in  sn'e vay fo r  tic  pears, especia lly  as the 
anneal is  cpoichcst e t te raiera tores %here rclntdefects are erpccted to  
beco“x r-obile. f la t  the pears cnly appear a f te r  a dafor-atlon  also  
sn^pests that jo in t  defects are inv-lved tnd possibly d islccatioos a ls o .
H e a tte rp t frccucncies given in  Cable 1 are szxe re: in i  scent of dlslo-catlcn  
lin e  v ib ra tio n  tlxn  of point defects,Thioh T-rild be eoncctcd to have an
_ , f
at:e j t  frecncncy of the c r ie r  cf 13 c /s , rh ich is  characteris tic  c f
(60)
aoomic inouicn. The fact uaat quenching, i.e. the introduction of vacancies, 
cannot alone produce the peaks, as cold working can, suggests dislocations 
are involved. The decrease in friction after an extra deformation
snOY.n in Fig,5*17; also has a natural explanation if it is assumed that 
point defects and dislocations jointly give rise to the friction. The 
ezrtra deformation pulls dislocations av/ay from the point defects and lowers 
the friction, \
hasiguti & Ckuda (63) have proposed a relaxation mechanism involving 
dislocations and point defects, a particular defect "being responsible for 
each of the three pealcs. The relaxation is considered to occur in the 
following way, A dislocation lying in a Peierls potential well containing 
a pinning point, has a certain probability of breaking away v.dth the aid of 
thermal energy, V.hen the dislocation has broken away, the defect will be 
attracted to it, and may pin it down before it returns to its original 
position. The maximum of the relaxation peak occurs when the frequency of 
the break-away and repinning process coincides with the applied stress 
frequency. Fig, 5,21 shows schematically the breakaway of a dislocation 
segment from a point defect by the formation of two kinks.
a. -t—     .....   ___ — ---   KImk.
y
- —  0---------------     ■ aumu
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(61)
Chaj\ es in peak height upon ennoaling end pre-annealing ere attributed 
to changes in the dislocation configuration. Eeslgutl and. Oücuda tentatively 
assign a vacancy, interstitial and divecancy to the peaks P, ,P^  end P^  
respectively. Ihis model requires an extremely small migration energy of 
a point defect adjacent to a dislocation compared with an ordinary 
idlgration energy of the same point defect without any Influence of a 
dislocation strain field.
Schiller (64) has proposed a somewhat similar model.
Easiguti (63) has considered the diffusion of dislocation kinks which 
are trapped by a point defect, and has shorn that this can give rise to an 
internal friction peek of a rela23.tion type. Hie mathematical treatment 
is simller to the abrupt kinlc theory cf the Bordoni peek proposed by 
Brailsford (61)»
Easif_utl (65) has also considered the unpinning of ï'ott (52)-Priedel 
(63) type dislocation loops, which results in a relaxation peak similar in 
its final expression to the above dislocation-kink theory.
Koivra & Paslguti (65) have proposed a theory in which the peeks arise 
by a thermal unpinning of dislocations. This theory is found to account 
quite well for some of the characteristics of the P, peak observed in Cu* 
Koiwa and Hcsiguti aiggest that some of the difficulties encountered by 
their tlieory m-i^ ht be overcome by using- the kink model of dislocation 
motion j^ Brallsford (61^ , rather than the string model j^ Koehler (52).
i somewhat different mechanism has been proposed by Bruner (60), Two 
partial dislocations, resulting from tlie dissociation of an edge tj’-pe 
dislocation in a material of low stacking fault energy, will both have 
edge components. In the region of these partials there will be t?;o 
equilibrium positions for a defect, where the strain fields combine to
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rdnliïÎGô the G train energy* Under the ection of en applied stress the 
defect ml^ht move between the two equlllbrlum positions, giving rise to a 
releocatlon loss. However, the separation of tl3e partial a j^ Seeger et al, 
(59)j Is probably too freat for a loss to occur at the low strein 
amplitudes, about 10 [^ Tliompson & Pare (60^ at which the pesl:s have been 
observed, Plie peaks also occur In metals which probably do not have a 
low stacking fault enerr%r, [jïaslputi, Igata & Kamoshlta (C2)j
5• 3• Friction at "^ I'h T^mreratures.
(a) Pzperlmental observations of the friction.
Te now consider the type of damping noted in chapter 4*3(c), A t  
relatively hlfh temperatures, thet Is well above room temperature, an 
amplitude independent internal friction, A , is observed at low strain 
amplitudes, which Increases exponentially with temperature according to 
the relation
A  -  * ( 3 * 1 ^ * )
There U ^ I b an activation energy, and fl, is a constant. This loss was 
first observed by Ke (50) in some measurements on poly-crystalline 
materials. It was obscured to sore extent by the presence also of grain 
boundary relaxation posks. Reviews cf tliis high temperature loss have 
been given by hason (38) end Hiblett Se Tilks (60).
Some results obtained by Cliambe-rs (57)» “using an aluminium single 
crystal, are chcT,n in Fig,5.22. 3ie crystal was first annealed at 400°C. 
The exponential region is seen to begin at about 150®C* Fig.5*23* shows 
the results of Kossler (57) on a germanium single crystal, taken at 40Kc/s,
(64-)
Above about 550^0 the decrement increases exponentially with increasing 
temperature, while below this temperature a peak is observed £eee chapter 
4*3 (f)J* The curve above 550^ 0 was found to be reproducible in subsequent 
measurements# ' Kamentsky (56) made an extensive study of this type of loss 
in copper, end Fig,5.24# shows seme of his measurements of the friction as 
a function of strain amplitude. Here the exponential loss sets in at about 
400^C. The friction is seen to be either almost constant, or to decrease 
slightly with increasing strain amplitude, w/ben the latter does not exceed 
the critical value 6/ , Above ^the friction increases rapidly with strain 
amplitude# The value of is seen to decrease with increasing temperature, 
and is related to the breakaway of dislocations from pinning points 
I^Ksmentsky ($6)J# To obtain reproducible measurements of the friction as 
a function of temper&ture, Kamenteky found it necessary to use only strain 
amplitudes below 6^^ end to allow the specimens to rest at each new tempera­
ture for several hours.
The activation energy calculated according''to equation^5#l6#) is found 
by Kamentsky to be between O.5 ev and 2.0 ev for copper. Also for copper, 
Beshers ($9) found a value of 1.0 ev below 500^0, end 0.8 ev above 500 0^, 
while Chambers (57) and Bimbaum & Levy (56) both reported values of about 
0.7 ev. For aluminium Friedel et al (59) found a value of about 1.6 ev,
for magnesium Chambers (57) obtained a value of 0.7 ev, and for lead
Teertman & Ealkovita (55) found an energy of 0.3 ev.
Doping copper single crystals with gold end nickel was found by Stevens
(57) and Beshers (59) to reduce the magnitude of the friction at higher 
temperatures, but to leave the activation energy unchanged.
The frequency dependence of the friction has been investigated by
Zamentsky (56) and Friedel (53)i Tdo both found the friction to decrease 
with increasing frequency,-P, not quite as rapidly as^« . ; : ■
-. At high temperatures Yeung's modulus is expected to decrease linearly  
with increasing temperature in the absence of a large internal fric tio n*  
j^Ludloff (40)J* The deviation from linearity  when internal fric tio n  is 
present may therefore be used as a measure of the modulus defect associated 
with t ie  fr ic tio n . In this way Friedel et al (55) found that, fo r aluminium, 
the modulus defect had approximately the same temperature dependence as the 
decrement* However, Chambers (57) found, for the same matériel, a modulus 
delect with a somewhat smaller temperature dependence than the decrement, 
as did Kamontsky (56) fo r copper,
(b) Theories of the high temperature friction*
Bimbaum and Levy (56) have suggested that the friction arises because 
jogs on dislocations move under the influence of an applied stress and create 
vacancies or interstitials. The loss arises essentially by a relaxation 
process, for at low temperatures and low stresses there will be only a 
small probability of creating a defect and so a small friction,while at 
high temperatures defects will be created by thermal energy alone and again 
there will be no friction# Such a relaxation mechanism is capable of 
accounting for the observed frequency dependence, temperature dependence 
and the possibility of a maximum in the friction at high temperatures 
jVsmentsky (56)J«
The wide range of activation energies reported for particular metals 
makes it difficult to associate the friction with a specific dislocation or 
point defect mechanism. However Schoeok, Bisogni & Shyne (64) have shown 
that the measured activation energy of the internal friction is not
(66)
necessarily the same as the activation energy of the controlling dislocation 
mechanism but is usually mob smaller# They allow for the fact that dis­
locations will normally be In a number of different geometrical configur- 
stions,and when displaced will be acted on by different restoring forces, 
because of distributions in line tension and internal crystal stresses# If 
there is a unique activation energy for the controlling dislocation 
mechanism, or a narrow spectrum of energies, then the measured activation
energy, Ü, is found to be related to ü„ ast-
U 5 y\. Uo f (5*17#)
where ^  la a constant, over not too large a temperature range, whose value
may be determined from the measured frequency dependence of the friction# 
Applying this theory to some measurements made on alun'dnium Echoeck,
Biaorni arii Ehyne fcund activation encr y of l'4ev, v.hich in fact is near to 
the energy of Bolf-diffucion in glurini'om, l#35ev. j^ rodcrighi (59)J .
T:e Bare m ^(rarc ' e n U  interpreted in terns of equation (5.IS) yielded a 
ran e of activation energies (0*>v to 2*0ev). An energy of l-Zev also seers 
reasonable for the crcetion of a point defect.
Tcertnrja (57) ettc“ptcd to account for the friction in terms of 
thcrrrially activated motion of dislocation loops throu-h the stress field of 
randomly distributed impurity atoms, (see Charter 7*3.) Hie viscous 
damping of the \lbrating, dislocation loops, is proportional to their 
velocity, Thich increases exponentially with temperature. Although the 
model predicts a friction inversely proportional to frecuency, it Is not 
expected to be applicable to very pure materials, in Thick, however, this 
loss is sonc-tir.es observed. This restriction cirises because the 
dislocation displacements rust be considerably greater than the wavelength
(67)
of the stress field.
Jason (55) & (30) has proposed that the friction arises when two 
adjacent vibra tin. loops of dislocation breslc away from their comiroa 
pinning point, with a subsequent irreversible exchange of energy between 
the two loops. However, the activation energy for this process should be 
of the Older of O'^ov, the interaction energy between s pinning point end 
a dislocation, which is rather lover than the measured values.
T"^o;e measurements of the frequency dependence of this loss would be 
useful in testing the theories that have been proposed. A review of this 
loss has been given by Jason (58).
(6 S')
CHAPTlTl 6
A Th.eory of Dislocation Dgrrpinr,
A theory to account for the types of deirping introduced in 
chapter 4#3(d) and 4*3(e) will he given in 'his chapter, end then in j
chapter ^ the predictions of this theory will he compered with experiment. ,
,1
6.1. Farly theories.
Early theories of the de:;ping which results from dislocation motion 
vere based on t\'o ideas, proposed by Koehler (52) and Howick (50).
Koehler regards the forced darpad vibrations of a dislocation line, 
under the Influence cf an oscillating etress wave, as being Gna.logous to 
the forced derped vibrations cf a stretched string, energy being dissipated 
according to the damped resonance mechanism of chapter 2.3(b). The exact 
nature of the viscous like energy dissipation mechanism is not considered.
The dislocation is as cured to be divided into segments by Cottrell pinning | 
points ^ Cottrell (48^ , end the equation of motion of such a segment is 
solved by Koehler for frequencies of vibration in the Kc/s range and below* 
In this wry he obtains an expression for the decrement which is proportioned
I
to tie frequency end the fourth power of the looplengtîi. Hiis tlieory is
I
quite successful in accounting for the resonance type losSjAj, at low 
frequencies end stress amplitudes. To account for the observed dependence j 
of the componentof the decrement on strain amplitude at higher stress 
amplitudes, Koehler postulates breakaway of the dislocation segments from , 
the pinning points when the tension in the dislocation exceeds the Cottrell | 
binding force j^ Cottrcll (45) J #  The strain &-plltude dependent loss is j
tîien associated with the increase in average dislocation loop length j
after breakaway. However, this theory predicts a loss proportional to ‘
C69)
frequency, In contradiction w/ith much exq)erimental evidences Koehler also 
considers tie effect of en exponential distribution, ie. random, of 
dislocation loop lengtlis on the strain amplitude independent decrement,6^.
Horick (50) has sa gested a hysteresis mechanism for the strain 
amplitude dependent lose, predicting, therefore, a frequency independent 
decrement. The bowing out of loops under an applied stress is assumed to 
he restrained by potential barriers, eg. solute atoms, which prevent it 
from oscillating completely in pîiase with the stress. For each increment 
in stress, there is a corresponding number of dislocations vkich ere tom 
loose end move rapidly to a point where the motion is again interrupted 
by e potential barrier. H-ls sudden jump of the dislocation occurs at 
virtually constant stress and is accompanied by a small increment of non- 
elastic strain. Since this motion is not completely reversed upon 
rei!owing the stress, a hysteresis effect arises.
This idea has been developed by Teertma.n & falkovitz (55), usiUt; tlie 
theory of Kott & Kabarro (48) to describe the stress field associated 
T/itli impurity atoms. An expression for the decrement at low stress 
emplitjid.es is derived, under the assumption t:ia.t dislocation displacements 
of thoorder of several atomic specin'^ s may be obtained. At tlie low stress 
amplitudes considered, however, this is unlikely. wh>tv/c.'?th ,
Teertmnn (55) has also solved the equation of Koehler for any frequency, 
but in a matiemetical form which makes it difficult to describe the effect 
of the various experimental parameters upon tie losses.
Koehler's tlieory has been modified with considerable success by 
Crons to & Lucke (55). Hiis theory is the starting point cf many Is ter 
theories, and will be considered now in some detail.
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(i) ïhe ir.odel*
It Is assumed that a ture siuc^e crystal contains, before deformation, 
a netr.’orl: of dislocations, jjfott (52^ , rhich are pinned by two types of 
pinniny point, of different strength* üio stronger ones are assumed 
sufficiently strong to resist unpinning? by a stress t b x q , end are 
associated rlth nctrork junctions, Hicy lead to major loop lengths L^m 
T:ie Tco]'. cr pinning points may be unpinned rlieii tl.e applied stress 
overcomes the Cottrell binding force associated Trith the pinned dislocation, 
and pive minor loop Icnc.ths £  * It is assumed that the r a t i o i s  
greater tl.cn about 5, vhere t!ie average miner loop lenp^ l^ i, f .
If an external stress is nor applied at ripht angles to a ne trork 
lenrtla, Üicie rill be, in addition to an elastic strain, a dislocation 
strain, caused hy the minor loop Icnmtlis borinm cut, as illustrated in 
Fiy.6.1, For zero applied stress, tlie lenmth/-,vis pinned do^ ni as in 
rip,f,l(c), ?lth increasing stress, the dislocation segments bow out, 
rip,d,l(b) à (c), until the breelmTcy stress is reached, Fig,6,l(d), v:hen 
a larpe increase in dislocation strain results, for no increase in stress. 
At hipher stresses , t■ e strcss-dislocaticn strain law Is determined by 
the I c n p t h , and not Further increases in stress cause t!*e 
dislocation to bow out further, Fip;,6.lfe), until multiplication by tlie 
Fraiil'-Hcad (50) mechanism is possible, Fic^C#l(f), and an irreversible 
plastic strain results, Fip,6.l(r), In Fi£:.S,2. the corresponding stress­
ât rain law is illustrated, die dashed curve would result if tliere were & 
distribution of nlnor loop lengths,
T\:o losses ere considered, a dynamic (damped resonance) end hys tore tic
loss.
(%2)
(il) ïhe dynanic loss*
Ihla is due to the dynarlc nature of the measurement. Because the 
forced motion of tlie dislocation is opposed by some darplnm mechanism, 
there is a phase 1s<p* hetreen the stress and strain, giving a resonance 
type loss* Tc find the decrement and modulus defect felt hy a stress wave, 
Cranato-lucke first obtain the equation of motion
where^ is the density of the material, end ^ the coordinate in the 
direction of displacement of the dislocation loop,
ihe strain, e , hss two components, an elastic strain, 6 ^  , end a 
dislocation strain, the latter erisinp- from the dislocation motion,
The elastic strain is piven, as in equation (2.1.), by
If f ('y)is the displacement of tlie dislocation loop, of length £  , from its 
equilibrium position at a point given by the coordinate y , as shown in 
rig.6.3. then the average dislocation displacement is given by
I ' T * /
A more ezact expression has been giten by
Tî:e dislocation strain produced by s loop of leu; th ^  in a unit cube of 
material, is then given by ^Foehler (52)J , where a. is the lattice
parameter. If A is the total length of moving dislocation, then
t (c.4.)
Fcuetions 6.1. to 6,4. msy be combined to give
î>2<r /° _ 3 V  (6.5.)
y o
ihe equation of motion of a pinned down dislocation loop, is trhen
6Y3)
as that used by Koehler (52)
-  h a -  , (6.6.)
There J - J y ^ ér  ^ * B Is the effective mass per unit leng th, the 
term in B is the damping force per unit len^ gth, the term in C- gives the 
force per unit lengjth due to the effective tension in a bowed-out 
dislocation, and the term on the right is the force per unit length 
exerted, on the dislocation by the external shearing: stress. Ihe 
constants are given by ^ sTn>b^ ; g = _ÊÉLÈf_, where/> is the density of ihe 
material, b tlie Burger’s vector, 0- the shear modulus, and v is Poisson*s 
re.ti0. oeh 1er (52)].
ihe equations (6.5.) end (6.6.) ere then solved, subject to the 
boundary conditions tliet the displacement at the pinning^  points is zero, 
by considering a trial solution of tlie form
<r - tjq , .e x /x  • ( 6 . 7 . )
ihis is chosen such that (T is periodic in time, and also independent of 
y , implying t?iat the dislocation is normal to the stress vave-front, 
and that displacements are small, Ihis trial solution leads to! • '-A
with Hie substitutions
=-|- , (6.9.)
n
~ (2 >^ + / ) ' 5 ' (~§r) ^ , ( c . i o . )
and \
lAj^ is the fundamental resonant frequency of the dislocation loop, and 
td*e harmonic frequency. At frequencies less than , which is
ty^ 'icelly <^100 hc/s it is a good approximation to con eider only the 
first term in the expansion of equation (6.8.), the others decreasing 
as Using; this approximation, J end <r satisfy ecuation (6.5.)
(74-)
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end eqne,tion (6,6.) If
- - - k  . (('12')
“"(“') ' » (('13')
There o(^ tv^ is the attenuation, the velocity of the stress vove,
' J - ^  1  ^ (e.14.)
Ihe attenuation o<(fu/) re suits from the component of displecorent out of 
phase Tith the applied stress, and the velocity change, A(a = 
frca the component in phase vit3% tlie stress, (^^is the measured velocity, 
end t!ie velocity corresponding to the true elastic modulus* If the 
decrement and modulus defect ere piven by (Chapter 4.1.)
^(i^) - . E 'TT-j—  , (6.16.)
4 ^  = 2 4 ^  , (C.17.)
then one finds
A / j \  -  r ___ -fh______ 1
A 6: _ f (P!,
J , (£.13.)
I -  *1 .g \
(?- TT
There End J2. . Hie depend ence of A  end -^^on ere shovn
in rip.6.4* end rip.6.5. There values of the dan ping constant, B , have
been cliosen in the rcn^e 5.10 to 5*10 t A  ranging? from 10 to 10 cm;
>
end A -10 cm. Ihe following features are noted»
(a) The frequency response has two main branches, depending on rhetlicr 
the damping is larpe, -P^ c 1 , or small, 3>» I . For very small damping the 
response is linear for frequencies up nearly to the resonant frequency, 
passes tiirou^ h e maximum whose sharpness defends on tlie smallness of the 
damping, and then decreases like tlie inverse third power of the frequency, 
lor larpe dsmpin(r, the initial response is linear up to © maximum value 
which occurs at a frequency less than w,, It then decreases as ~
(74)
through the resonant frequency roiipe, ojnd finally decreases as .
(b) The resonant frequency depends only on A_,
(c) The maximum loss occurs at t^o for small darplng, and a t f o r  large 
danping.
(d) Hear the resonant frequency, the loss Is inversely proportional to 
the damping*
(e) From a consideration of reasonable values for A and I?, the loss is 
eopected to be Important mainly in the V c /e region.
(ill) Hie effect of a distribution of IvOp lengths.
In equation (G.IS.) bothendJi. are proportional to A  , bo A  depends
4-
on A and might therefore be expected to be sensitive to tlie distribution 
of loop lerqvtlis. So far a G-distribution has been assumed* However, 
Cranato & Luche find tliat the qualitative results are little changed by 
using different distributions, except in tliat the large increase in damping 
near the resonant frequency becomes less marked # It Is found that to e 
good approximation an effective loop lengt' may be used, which is larger 
than the average because tlie fourth power dependence of attenuation on 
loop length gives more weight to long loop lengths. A general rule is
. (6.2-0.) 
Grsnato & îûcke calculate the effect of an exponential distribution 
of loop lengths on the deci-ement, Using Koehler’s (52) expression for tlie 
number of loop len^  ths between.^ and J X
N C i ) d i ^  ^  d - e  , (6.21.)
which holds if the concentration ofpinning points isnot too large. Hio 
new expressions for A a n d a r e  found to be
A
AC. (E.23.)
(77)
There It has been assumed AA << j .
ci
(iv) The stress amplitude dependent hysteretio loss#
This loss arises because in the unloading part of the stress cycle
Fig*6.1# the long loops collapse elastically along a path, deter—
H y5^ r,;Rcsi 3
mined by the long loop length, resulting in a hysteresis loss# This/loop
/\
is different from the ones considered in chapter 2* in that the curve passes 
through the point o-s^) twice per cycle (Fig#6#2#) Granato & Lucke
estimate this loss for frequencies in the Kc/s region and below, when the 
dynamic Iocs may be neglected and the frequency function \ , i^ere
s X  ^, (6.24#)
The shearing strain produced by a loop of length £  is then found to be
If the slight variation of the stress over the sample dimensions is
C~,. 4 . ■ (6.26.)' .rr C-  ^ ' -
neglected and the damping is small, one obtains
tT
The distribution of loop lengths as a function of stress must now be 
considered. Initially this is exponential ^random) but as breakaway 
proceeds the distribution changes, and is thus a function of stress.
The maximum force exerted on an impurity atcm by an anchored disloc­
ation during a cycle is ^ Koehler (52)] y
■ Ç. ^  , (6.26A.)
whereir dis tie loop tension £Mott & Nabarro (52)J, <J>j and are the angles
mode by loops of length ^  and at the impurity when maximum displacement 
occurs. These angles are measured to the unstressed position of the dis­
location. Breakaway occurs when this force Is larger than the Cottrell 
binding force, which is given by j^ottrell (48)],
R.H.B.N.C
UBfiARY
" F ■= —^  , (6.27.)
where 6 ' is the difference in atomic radii divided by the atomic radius of 
the solvent atom, and z is the distance of the impurity atom from the dis­
location axis* Breakaway will occur now If is greater thanX, where
- X  = , (6.28.)
end is tie maximum value of the binding force obtained. The breakaway 
process Is catastrophic, since the loop length after breakaway will always 
be greater than before breakaway. '
At high stresses the distribution function becomes a 6-function, where 
all network lengths, Lw, are assumed equal*
N. .  - (6.29.)
For intermediate stresses, where only partial breakaway has oocured, the 
distribution function is taken to be
_ / t ? (6.30a.)
' L  6 ; - ( ( ^ - 4 ) fd d -e ,, ' (6.30b.)
where M i@ the fraction of network lengths in which breakaway has oocured, 
end J la deternixed by the condition that after breakaway loops join the 0 
distribution ieiAis constant. Famely
■ " = • A = ■ / ”-€ N'l^ ) 4 e  . (6.31.)
O
Cranato & luoke find
»x — <
" ■■■ '. y  ■ -Xi - 4 - 4  ^ L - f ) j  ' (6.32.)
M - \  ~  [‘i/ '") , ' (6.33.)
wherenr— ’-l is the average number of loop lengths in a network length,
and ' ' - ' : : V - - : ■  ^ '
: . E - ,  ^  ^  ' -  - A  .  - '  ( g .3 4 .)
The following approximations are made, which are valid in the early staqes
(■79)
of breakaway whenn is large,
M  ( ' f i - i )  9 (6.35.)
T =r . 1 —  + 0 {~ * (6*36#)
So far JC, and hence <r, has been assumed constant# If o-varies with time, 
then a finite time will elapse before the distribution readjusts itself# 
This time is governed by the speed with which atons in a dislocation can 
move, and is very small# In fact the distribution can be regarded as 
following the stress instantaneously up to frequencies of the order of 
several hundred Ec/s# The distribution function for the quarter cycle of 
increasing stress is deternined by t e  instantaneous value of the stress# 
For the quarter cycle when the stress is decreasing, the distribution
is unchanging and corresponds to the distribution at the mazimum 
stress op achieved in the first quarter cycle* Thus the final form of the 
distribution function is
^ (6#37a#)
f A, (6.37b.)
(6.370.)
(-=^^£9 (6#37d.)
where cr ^  •
The dislocation strain for increasing stress,é and for decreasing
_ ■ - , ■ . ' . . - . ; .   ^ - -
stress, 1^, may now be calculated, using and equation (6.26.)
' ÿ c  — K l  N . , (6.3s.)
(6.39.)
These expressions are evaluated by Granato & LUcke for the early stages of
breakaway when is large, and used to calculate the energy lost per cycle,
; : f C ' - .. . - .
according to
A W  = 2 4  (6.40.)
Using as a definition of the decrenent
A ^ A W  -^ 2 , (6.41.)
the strain amplitude dependent decrement is found to be
, y u- <3 ^A  -----—
or*
for low values of (t-c
r '
Cranato & Lucke find a modulus defect of the sarr:e form as the decrement, 
the two being related by a constant -r of the order of unity, as
' At high frequency the cxi reseicn for A  must be multiplied by a factor 
I + -16“^  -  . and that for by | •+ ^  -  where is the resonant
frequency of the network lengths*
(v) Discussion, '
The mailmum displacement of a dislocation loop of reasonable length 
cannot be greater that a few atomic spacings, over which distance the 
Cottrell binding force does not vary a l l  that much, so the concept of 
br -^akaway becomes eusj:eot»
The theory so fa r has neglected the possibility of thermally assisted 
unpinning, and must therefore be considered to apply only at absolute zero#
An extension to f in ite  temperatures is made in chapter 6.4*
The point defects have been assumed to be randomly distributed along 
a dislocation lin e , ' I t  is possible however, that there exists an elastic  
repulsive force between neighbouring impurities, in which case the correct 
distribution function might be nearer a 6-funotion, Also i t  has been 
assumed there are no impurities in the region surrounding the dislocation,
(81)
which might interfere with a hrckenaway or bowed out dislocation#
' : ' . . , . . .
. i / The theciy given above is also applicable only to thé.case of single
! ' i u: \ . -
crystals, A generalisation to the case of polycrystals has been given by
' ■ ; ! *• ' .J, ;l\ ' 1'.
Kharitonov (43). /  / 7 '-  -V 2 _
The network length A  ^has been ensumed consta n t,'While i t  should , 
rea lly  be distributed exponentially. This is not a serious omission, 
however, since as already ex.lained, the effect of an exponential d istrib­
ution may be included by using an effective loop length. " The quantityrv, 
the number of minor pins between two major pins, should also have a dis­
tribution of values. The probability of a given value w ill be given by a 
\ Gaussian distribution about the mean vilue n = ^ -  I . The actual decrement
w ill be given by the sum of terms with d ifferen t'”' values. However,'when
" ; ' . ; I
, tt is large the mean value of gives very nearly the whole sum. , " "
" . i , /' ,
6.3, Poors' Fxtergion To The Gr«»r.ato-Lucke Theory. , ; -
'\  i'/ The dynamic loss was calculated assuming that no breakaway took ‘place,.
r . \ :  ^•
Borers (62) has recalculated the dynamic decrement using a loop length 4 
distribution function which Is stress amplitude dependent during that part 
of a cycle when the stress is increasing. The expression he finds for A  
contains two terns A^, a contribution from minor loops which have not broken 
away, and A^, a contribution from loops which have completely broken away. 
Th..
Ac —
■n-l
, (6.45.)
where
(84)
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At frequencies such that w F,m becomes unity, and at high-n or high
r^  f the term A^is expected to dominate which then ‘becomes
The amplitude dependent dynamic decrement is shown if Fig*6.6* for several 
mean values of after a further correction has been made for a distribution 
in n values•
The contribution of A^to -^^has a maximum value at *0 of 0*0625 
for Ki • I , and is smaller for higher fM-.
Rogers also extends the Granato-Lucke calculation of the amplitude 
dependent hysteretio decrement to larger strain amplitudes* The break­
away loss for several values of n is shown in Pig.6*7* An interesting 
feature is the presence of a low stress amplitude maximum* %en the 
damping shown in Flg.6.6* and Fig*6*7* is combined to give the total damping, 
a peak appears at quite low stress amplitudes. A peak might be expected 
by considering equation (6*41*)# for at a sufficiently high stress for 
breakaway to be complété, the numerator becomes constant, while the denom­
inator may still increase* It is unfortunate that in the region of ' ~ -
'V,
usually employed experimentally iei^ 0-*0*2, both the amplitude dependent 
dynamic end hysteretic decrements have the same form* The theory also 
suffers from quite strict limitations on the relative values of the para­
meters -p- and -ot .
6*4# Fxtension Of The Theory To Finite Tempereturee* ■
So far the theory has been developed neglecting thermally aided 
unpinning, and is applicable strictly only at 0°K* In fact, if T" is the 
relaxation time for thermally aided unpinning, given by
-r = 7^ , C6.4-i)
(8+)
where v le an attempt frequency, typically lo'^ c/s, end U is en inter­
action energy between a pinning point and dislocation, typically 0*10 ev.,
then 'T i.n ^0 sec# at room temperature* This corresponds to a thermal
t~\or
unpinning frequency/much greater than those frequently used in damping
'\0~
experiments*
Clearly thermally induced effects mst be considered* It should be 
noted that the temperature dependence of the constants I? and C is not 
sufficient to account for the temperature dependence of the damping*
J^ See chapter ®*J
 ^, , Thompson & Fclmes (i'^ ) have proposed a model accounting for thermal 
, effects on the basis of their experiments on copper* They find that the 
daiTipicg may be divided into a relaxation component and a background 
cor-pcneit, the chars c ter of tlic latter be in different in the tempera tur-e 
region I (<150^) and the rcgi n II (lfO®K— ?:00°K). In region I, a 
str ng tendency is found for relaxation peaks to be followed by a rapid 
rise in the back^ rouixL component, fig* 6.3*, and the folloTln^ : model is 
prc.oi-cd to explain this.
For small stresses end tempera tires, belo?' the relaxation peak 
dislocations ere principally trapp-ed in potential we’Is by Peierls forces. 
As the tei 23€ratu:'e rises kini; formation is possible end the relaxation 
con.ponent rises by Secger’s (5&) mechanism* As F e te* perat-re rises 
eboxe the température of the relaxation maximum, transition of dislocation 
segments to the next trou, h beco rs much easier, a d dislocations be,{in 
to move between trowhs more in plrse vith the stress a.'-d the relaxation 
component decreases* ïïo ever, it now beco eg relatively probable for
(9F)
klnka to be formed from the second to third trowh, end very soon a 
bo?.in: out mechrnisni io possible, as postulated by Cranato & lücke* Ihe 
background component is tims exp’ccted to increase cuite rapidly wltli 
temple rature on the high tempera tare side of tlie relaxation peek. If 
unpinning is not allowed, however, then at a given frequency and stress 
a naxirum contribution to •’he damping; from a loop of given length is 
expected, A levellin - off of the decrement at higher tem%)cratures is in 
fact so n in ?!(_, 6,8, Tith incrersin ly cold rorked specimens Fiblett 
i Tllks { é o ) find the decrement decreases, as vo^'d be expected on this 
model, since the cold voile decreases tha loop 1 eng tlie, Thompson & Holmes
(is) find from en anelj^ sis of their results thet the number of dislocation 
segments aval'’able for bowing, aseumin no unpinning, is tempera tuz:^  
dependent with an activation energy of trice feeger's ki:k oner y, as 
the model requires. In the temperarazee II, a seeoir. component of 
tlie backgrou:'id friction beco’zes significant. Sec Fig. 6.9, This 
coni'oncnt is negligible in region I, It is forn:. ■ho t i e decrement, end
r .  \2
tlie square of tlie rc.tio of tlm' elastic tz the dislocation modulus, ^
J
that is the dislocation contribution to the strain, show a very similer 
tempore tire dependence, incree siry as T^, In FI;, 6.9, only a scale 
factor has been usrd to brin -he two curves into coincidence, Ihls 
cugpeets tliat the avers e free lengths of dialoestlon increase with 
temperEtiire i.e. thermal ly activated ir-iplnnin- ,
ÎTo satisfactory tlieory has j^t been > iven t . describe t;.e increase 
of the dynamic loss with temperature . Teibfricd (s?) has considered tlie 
thermal motion of dislocation lines, and-in pprtieuler the fhormg.l- motion
24nes, and. in particular the thermal forces on dislocation
pinning points,
Priedel (^ 3) considers the role of thermal activation in the pinning 
of dislocations by impurities, in two extremes, (a) random solid solutions, 
(b) dilute Cottrell clouds, for the latter case, which should be 
applicable to a fairly pure crystal, well annealed end at low temperatures, 
Priedel finds a decrement increasing exponentially with strain amplitude, 
an’ increasing exponentially also with temperature, as
A  -  , (6.50.)
where is an activation energy, a M  V is an activation volume,
Tcutonico, Cranato & liicke (64) have considered the thermally aided 
unpinning of dislocations in some detail, and their approach will be 
summarised here,
üie model used is the same as that of the previously given Koehler- 
Cranato-lucke theory# / possible equilibrium configuration of e pinned 
dislocation under stress is shown in Fig#6#10. The equation of motion of • 
the dislocation line, ecuation(6* 6, ) now contains two extra terms, however,
f t &  - — ,b . (6-51.)
Üie force b arises from the motion of the dislocations over tlie I^ierls 
barrier, and in Hie present discussion is neglected under the assu’^'ption 
that no dislocations run parallel to a close packed direction* The term 
represents the force on the dislocation due to pinning agents, 
and is the one to be considered. A-ssuming low frequencies so that the 
inertial end viscous forces are unimportant, equstion(6,Fl#) becomes
^ ^ (5*52.)
Hie interaction energy between a pinning point end a dislocation end t' e
(87)
associated force is f ou ai by o eprorirnatia'^  tie Cottreli force to a 
linearised triangle force, as in /ig.6.11. _ruation (6.52.) is then
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solved for two limiting cases. Firstly for the case of a dislocation with 
a single pinning: point at its centre, and secondly for a continuous 
uniform distribution of pinning: points, this latter case is equivalent 
tosmearing out the pinning points along a dislocation line. Although
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Tcutonico, Crenato & 'ùcke eolve equation (6.52) for "both cases* and find 
expressions for the decrement and modulus chenre, the results ere 
cuali ta lively the sere for both* The solution for e single pinning point 
only *111 be considered here* Tlie equilibrium configuration \uider stress
of a dislocation vith a sin/'le pinrdnjp point at its mid-point is sho?n in
Pi^ .* 6*12* The potential energy, V  » of this dislocation line has three
components* the line energy, Ihe pin-dislocation interaction enerpy, and
J Y
the strain energy* hi expression for , the chsnre of V Tith 5,
There / is the dista ce of the dislocation from its pinning point, is
found for each of the three re ions of the triangle force (see Pig* 6.11.), 
le ad in to three possible ecullibrium values of f ~ C? ).
These are denoted by end There the s bscript refers
to ti e appropria 1C re; ion of the triahiple force* ITovever^  the solutions 
for the ecullibrium c nfl,^ uretion of the dislocation cori’espondin to each 
of tliese S values exist aily when the 5 value, determined by .he parameters 
of the problem, falls in the cor espondinr force re,; ion This is 
illustrated in Pi^* 6.12.
A t loT stresses there is seen to be on’y one possible position of 
equilibriuir, at interrrec^ iate stresses three,and at high stresses again 
only one. In fig* 6.If, is plotted the potential ener y agai'st 
displacement / * It is seen that at low end hig;h stresses there is only 
one equilibrium position, correspondis., to a pinned and unpinned state 
respectively. At Intermediate stresses there ere two stable positions, 
separated by a saddle point. The physical intcrpretatlon of this is as 
folloTs. For a dislocation to break away at absolute zero a sufficiently 
hith stress must be applied for the potential energy hill to disappear
(9Ù)
cf. curve (ill). The threshold, stress, <r, , at which breakaway occurs is 
that used in the Cranato-liicke theory. I'hen finite temperatures are 
introduced It becomes possible for the dislocation to cn^ ercome the potential 
barrier at much lower stresses, so long es there is a second potential 
minimum into wliich it may jump, cf. curve (ii). Since tMs secord minimum 
does not exist for all stresses, we have the important result that even 
for thermal breakaway a stress threshold exists.
In the discussions so far it has been assumed tha.t the dislocation 
loops ere of reasonable length, say > ^ o o b ,  For shorter loop lengths it is 
found that there is no stress at which there is more then one potential 
minimum. This beliaviciur can be understood by considering; Fig.6.15» For 
short loops, Fig.6.15(a), the line energy term dominates the energy function 
at all values of , end the concept of breekeway does not apply* For long 
loops. Fir.6,15(b), however, this term dominates only at Isrge values of * 
Thermal breakaway is possible, therefore, for sufficiently long loop lengths 
and stresses in the range , where is the stress at which the
second potential minimum first appears, called the mechanical repinning 
stress. The activation energy for jumping in each direction is shown in 
Fig.6.14* has its maximum value when the stress is cr^ , and decreases, 
to zero at the mechanical breakaway stresscq , U^ i^s zero at tîie mechanical 
replrming stress , and has its maximum at the mechanical breakaway stress 
cr^ * Fig.6.16. which surmerisce these results, chows the variation of 
a normalised stress, •— , with a nori-alised loop length, ^  * T3ie 
region of thc-rmai breakaway is chown bounded by the mechanical repinning 
end brealTaway lines. Tlie dotted lines show results obtained usin.g an 
exact expression for the Cottrell binding'force. It must be remembered, 
however, that the latter is itself an approximation.
(91)
So far only the ojnditions for breakawey ed the nature of the 
breakaway have bee a conside ed « Fcfore an expression for the decrement 
can be calculated, the rate at which thermal breakaway a M  repinning tcke 
place must be considerel*
let repre sent the fraction of dis'ocati ns in the second potential 
minimum i.e. broken away. Tlie rate at which dislocations leave this state 
is given by - f » where is an effective attack
frequency associated with the vibration (therra' ) of the dislocation in 
the direction of the energy barrier. Similarly the rate at which 
dislocations enter the second minimum from the first is (l- '
These rates apply only in the stress region where two minima ex' st.
Eo? ever, a sin., le rate equation true for all stresses may be cm s true ted
if E, and Cg are defined,
<70 cr < Ç  ^ <y~ ^  <^2.
U, ^  '=■1 cr^  /.cr
> a- >cr, <po c r
he rate eolation is then
Ü -
A t- "■ ' ' ' '  ^ L h.T/ ' ' L
Grenato, Lucke, Teutonico & have calculated the effective
jurrp frequencies vj endv^usin; the statistical mechanical treatment of 
absolute rate tlieory. Equation (6.53) maybe solved for-ffpjin the three 
stress regions, and using expressions for the mean displacement of the 
dislocation in piiiied end unpinned stales,the contribution of dislocations
In these states to the total dislocation strain may be found . This may 
then be used in expressions for the decrem ent end modulus chaix e.
(92)
However; the ejipressions for the decrement end modulus defect found in 
this way while explicit, are too e xplicated to he used directly for 
comperislon with experimental recuits.
Tlie treatment for a symmetric double loop given above fceds to 
results of t!x same form when applied to en as symmetric loop and to a 
continuously pinned loop as Tcutonico, Crcnato mid lucke show. How, if 
the density of pinniu, points is mads such that the effective loop length 
is he same as the loop lezigth used in ihe s’Tmretric loop length solution, 
tlien the twj approaches become ecuivalent end the activation energy for 
breakaway as a function of stress should be the same. The agreereni, 
how eve., is found to be very poor, even vith sloort loop lengths, and it is 
concluled that (a) tlie activation energies for breakaway ere not adequately 
described by the continuous linnin approxirra tion end (b) the problem of 
cooperative thermal activation of brecksTay from several individual pinning 
points should be studied , Tliis is important because breakaway from s. 
first pinning point may eventually lead to breakaway from all oilier pinning 
peints in tliO rxtwork length.
The tliermally aided unpinning of a dislocstion has recently been 
Considered further by Eoiwa & Hasiguti (C5)*
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CHAPTHl 7
A rigcug^ton of the Eoehler-Org.n*^  to-Ti?.cke Theory.
In this chapter some eelected experimental results rill be discussed 
in terms of tlio Koehler-Granato-îûcke theory (hereafter referred to es 
the K .C .L .  theory). There certain aspects of the damping are not accounted 
for by this theory, otrer models or modifications of the K.C.L. theory will 
be introduced. The conditions under which the different theories are 
expected to hold will be indicated.
7.1' The Frequency Dependence of the frmrin/-.
(a) The hysteretic loss.
The K .C .L ,  theory predicts & decrement independent of frequency, cf. 
eruation(c.'L2.) The experiments 1 evidence is inconclusive, but seems to 
support this.^Hiblett & Vilks (Co)] i'easurements by Kamentslcy (56) on 
copper single crystals at various har onics in t} e Kc/s range are somewhat 
scattered, but appear to e tendency for the strain a: plitude dependent
dccre- ent to increase with increasing frequency. Fovrever, as Howick (50) 
has pointed out, such an effect may be due to the structure sensitivity of 
the measurements, since at different ham'onics different parts of a 
specimen ere excited, rassurerents on annealed single crystals of lead by 
Hili (58) at both 64Fc/s and 122Kc/s are shown in Fig.7.1. Ho dependence 
on frequency is observed, althoug h the strain amplitude dependence of the 
friction in these r casurer.ents does not agree well with the K . G . I .  theory.
(b) Hie dynamic loss.
Here the K.C.L. theory predicts a decrement proportional to frequency 
below the Fc/s frequency range, with a maximum decrement in the Fc/s range 
near tlio dislocation resonant frequency. This high frequency behaviour
(94-)
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Till be discussed first.
(i) T:e hi h frequency behaviour of the d^ -Tiendc decrei ent.
'ihis hes been lnvest%ated for copper b ; Stem & Grenato (62). uiie 
K,C,L. theory predicts, at hlrh frequencies, a decrement of the form
 ^ = -A. A  0 A /f" 9 (7*1*)
There n ' t i h i s  decrement has a mazimum value,/^^^ , f iven by
, (7.2.)
at a frequency, uj^  , vhere
-- ^  (t. 3.)
For frequencies much greater t' entw„, the decrement ehould decrease as ,
so ttint the attenuation, «c , tehes the limiting value There
4jQ.
' tf2 ê '
Thich is seen to be independent of the dislocation loop lenp th.
(7.4.)
Stem and Cranato ireasurrd the attenuation, as a function of both loop 
leap th end frequency over the frequency rente 5-*'c/s to 45^ c^/s in pure copper., 
by irradiating Tithy-rai"s. %qcical results are sliovn in Pif.7.2# i^ ie 
ncyinum in tie decrement roved to continuously hi her frequencies as the 
irradiation progressed. %e anplitiide of the rariimum decreased, rith 
irradiation. îîiey found also that the orientation dependence tgs consistent 
T.ith tiic dislocation denping model, in that only sheer stresses in 
dislocation slip systems v.ere effective in producing' darpinq. The Bieziraum 
in damping roved to hi her frequencies at lo v e r temperatures, consistent 
Tith resonance under conditions of large damping.
Similar re cults'?, ere obtained by Alers & Hiompson (6l), ?ho v/ero able to 
fit the K.C,L. theory to their results. Stern and Cranato vere unsble to do 
this; i:mediately^ bcca.use ti e mazimim vas broader than tl e theory predicted.
(9^ )^
Also it should i.e possible to genr .ate the curves for all irradiation tires 
(see Pig,7.2.), by sliding one mazimun along its upper asymptote, since 
is independent cf loop len th and only t" e latter should he affected by 
irradiation, EoY-ever, Stern and Cranato were unable to do tills. They 
resolve this difficulty by postulating the presence of two different 
dislocation systems. The observed curve is tl en the resultant cf two 
individual ones tliat move along parallel ecyrnptotos, at different rates,as 
irradiation iroceeds. Tiompson & Pare (60) have also found evidence for a 
tYo dislocation system from measurencnts in the Pc/s region.
(ii) H e low frequency behaviour of tie dynamic décrément.
'ihe experimental evidence available on the low frequency behaviour of 
the dynamic decrement is Inconclusive, but in t eneral appears not to support 
the K.C.L. theory. Typical results by Te2\aha.shi (56) on polycrystalline 
copper, made at room temperature and frequencies betrren 1 end lOKc/s, show 
a decrement almost independent of frequency. Hie magnitude of the friction 
observed by Veinig & Tachlin (56) in polycrystalline copper, at a
frequency of about Ic/s, is as great as many values obtained in tlie Kc/s 
range, indicating a decrement independent of frequency.
A number of mechanisms have been proposed to account for the weak 
frequency dependence of the dynamic decrement in the low frequency rericn, 
some of which will be considered here.
Vilhs (59) has suggested that a larg;er value of Aj.may be obtained at 
low frequencies, es a result of thermally elded unpinning of a dislocation 
line. Tills increases the average dislocation loop length, , and, since 
proportional to on the K.C.U theory, the decrement increases. If 
brephawpy takes a time , whore v, is an attempt frequency, end E
(9V)
in activation energy, the condition for breakaway i c - ^ » T .  ihis condition
w i l l  h o ld  a t  low  f r e q u e n c ie s ,  when th e  d e c re m e n t w i l l  become a f u n c t io n  o f  
J and i t s  f re q u e n c y  dependence i s  s u p p re s s e d . H ow ever, i f  t h i s  
m echanism  i s  o p e r a t in g ,  th e  d e c re m e n t s h o u ld  be s t r o n g ly  te m p e ra tu re  
d e p e n d e n t, w h ic h  i s  n o t  o f te n  o b se rve d  i n  p r a c t ic e .
B lis tcX iO V  d S h a s k o l's k a y a  (6 4 )  have a tte m p te d  to  c o r r e c t  th e  
f r e q u e n c y  dependence o f  A j-u s in g  th e  m ic ro -c re e p  id e a  o f  C o t t r e l l  (&3 ) .  . I t  
i s  assumed t h a t  a p in n in g  p o in t  can  move, u n d e r th e  in f lu e n c e  o f  th e  
a t t r a c t i v e  fo r c e  e x e r te d  on i t  b y  a d i s lo c a t io n ,  and f o l l o w  a d i s l o c a t i o n  
w h ic h  i s  m o v in g  u n d e r an a p p l ie d  s t r e s s .  T h is  b e h a v io u r  i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  
f i g . 7 . 5» w h ic h  shows th e  d is p la c e m e n t o f  a d i s lo c a t io n  segm ent u n d e r  th e  
a c t io n  o f  a p e r io d ic  s t r e s s  d u r in g  one c y c le .  C o n tin u o u s  l i n e s  r e p r e s e n t  
th e  d is p la c e d  p o s i t io n  o f  th e  d i s lo c a t io n ,  and dashed l in e s  i t s  o r i g i n a l  
p o s i t i o n .  The d is p la c e m e n t o f  a  d i s lo c a t io n  l i n e  i s  now th e  g e o m e tr ic a l 
sum o f  th e  p in n in g  p o in t  d is p la c e m e n t ,  , end th e  d i s lo c a t io n  d is p la c e m e n t ,
t
1^ .  I h i s  re p la c e s  th e  q u e n t i t y  J ^ i n  th e  H .G .L . th e o r y ,  •fhe d e c re m e n t 
i s  th e n  c a lc u la te d  to  be
A t - a
[
UJ cL nr d,
w h ic h  a t  lo w  f r e q u e n c ie s ,  i e .  u/<<coo , re d u c e s  to
(AJ d.
1
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H i g  first term on the R.E.S, is the K.G.I. term, the second 
represents the effect of tj icro-croep, end is seen to become important at 
low frequencies, The point at which the frequency dependence departs from 
linearity is determined by the ratio , and by 5  end , Then reasonable 
values of the perer.etcrs are assumed, this is around 100c/s. Hius at low 
frequenciesAjmay be quite large,as a result of the mobility of point 
defects. Hie predicted frequency depcizlence is not observed, however, over 
any large frequency range, but a distribution in the values of /^and , 
associated with different typos of pinning point, may account for the 
obcer\xd dependences, The activation energy of the frictiona.l process is |
about half the activation energy of diffusion of a point defect, so that 
the tlieory should apply only when assemblies of defects fo rm the pinning i
points.
’Hie re e k dependence of A^ -on frequency suggests that a hysteresis 
mechanism, such a.s tliat proponed by ïïowich (54), is responsible for the 
dam; ing;, giving a decrement independent of frequency. Hiis idea ha_s been 
tclien up by Teertman & Salicovitz (55), who consider the effect of random 
impurities on the motion cf a dislocation. In the E.C.L. model, point 
defects appear only on dislocation lines, and after breahawey the disl oca ties 
motion is limited only by line tension. In the Teartman-falltovitz model, 
a dislocation line is initially unpinned, and Then a stress is cppiied it 
moves in a bystoretic fashion over the potential barriers associated with 
random defects. Hie critical stress necessary to overcome such impurity 
barriers is calculated, acccrding to I'ott 6 îlabarro (52), to b e ^  
Theresa is tlie shear modulus, e' the fractional difference in size between 
solvent and solute atom, and c is tlie concentration of irqnirlties. If a.
C99)
is the atonic spacing', the stress field will have cii oversee wjive-len^ 'th 
of %'cert: an & Salkovitz calculate the energy lost by a len^ tîi of 
dislocation oscillating over such potential barriers, and derive 
expressions for the decrenent and modulus cîiange from which semi-(quantitative 
comparisons with experiment may be mode. In many esses a decrement of the 
correct order of mgnitude is predicted, but the model is theoretically 
unsound since it requires that a coherent length of dislocation, (a length 
capgble of moving independently of other lengtlis), should oscillate with an 
amplitude at least equal to the we.ve-length K of the stress field,
A t even quite hi h stress amplitudes, and for the maximum coherent len,gth 
of dislocation, le# tliat corresponding to a Frank-Read source, the displace­
ment is only of the order of a ,
ihe requirement that the pinnin* of the dislocation is negligible 
under zero applied stress, also restricts the application of the model.
(c) Ultrasonic harmonic generation.
Recently the generation of a second end hi, her harmonic of an ultra­
sonic rave in a solid has been considered. These harmonies ere related to 
tl'.e second end hi.; her order terms in the stress-strain relation for a non­
linear solid. This non linear it}' may arise from tr,o causes, the 
ahharmoniclty of the lattice forces, rnd the nonlinecr nature of dislocation 
displacements. In most meluls, dislocation dieplacerenis are expected to 
occur oijd to contribute to the nonlinearity for static bias stresses Icwrer 
than those reciiired to affect tlie lattice anliarmonicity. Ü10 loss from the 
fundamental ultrasonic rave by eecond harmonic generation is, however, small, 
rihata, Chick & Elbaum (63) & (0), have calculated that, for a ICMc/s 
wave, assuming reasonable values for dislocation and lattice parameters,
(100)
the amplitude of the second harmonic wave is about thzree orders of 
magnitude snaller than the amplitude of the fundamental wave, at a static 
bias stress of about lO^dynes/cn, The dislocation contribution to harmonic 
generation has been considered also by Breaseale & Hiompson (03), Suzulii,
Kiki & ribaura (64), Brailsford (64) and Alefeld (65)•
7.2* Tlie residurl, low stress amplitude component of the decrement.
It is generally found tliat at least part of tlie damping at low stress 
amplitudes cannot be accounted for by the djmamic loss reehaniam according 
to equation (6,22. ). This loss would be completely suppressed by a 
Eufficiently hi: h pinnin, point density on the dislocations, but Beshers(53) 
has found timt, by addition of Au to Cu, the damping in the Fc/s region
-4.
does not decrease below a value of about 10 « Similar results have been 
found by Teinig & hachlin (To) in the Ic/s region, tiid by Fiore & Bauer (64)* 
Rogers* modification to the F.C.L. tlicory (cf. chapter 6.3.), is capable 
of predictinj a constant decrement of this na<_nitude at low strain 
EL-.plitudes end t-iyh pinning point densities. Bowever, this decrement 
should also decrease to a very low value at a sufficiently low strain 
amplitude. Although this tlieory ira y account for some of the e:q;>erir;eiital 
results, it is unlikely that sufficiently low strain amplitodes have not 
been reached in some experiments.
An alternative damping model, incorporating Hie features of both the • 
i.e.I. model end the hysteresis model of Teertman & Salkovits (35), h#s 
been proposed qualitatively by Colli (62), which nay account for this 
residual damping. Gelli’s model is considered in chapter 7#3(ll)#
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7*3* Strrln Ber^rKÎcnce of tT'O Prlction#
(l) /ccordloc to the F.G»L# theory, strcin air.plilude dependent de te, e^e
deccrlbahle by t l  o function, (equation C ^ X )
^ f - t )  > (7.7.)
ViLere
Cl = , (7.8.)
^  A *  A  Z-M V< c(- frj « \
’ TT • U.9.;
In fact if ^ ^Vfries over the specimen, a further integration is necessary to
find^^* For eranple, standinc rpves in a thin rod yieldj^iore & Bauer (64^
= 4, A 1* inr 60 ) * (7.10.)
1 useful ray to test tMs theozy is to plot a praph of^^<?p^f£slnst 
according; to equation (7.7,), should yield a straight line, rlth
elope dg^ and cn intercept on the axis of d-,,
Ihe experimental evidence In favour of such a relation ha.s been 
considered by Cranato & Tucke (S^ ), and the agreement in pencral is foiuid to 
be quite  ^cod. In particular, the measurements of Road (Zl), on 
copper cinple crystals after successive static loads of 0, 60, 120, l^On.s.i. 
Then plotted as above, yield straight lines rith the same slope but 
different intercepts, as sho?n in Fip.7«4* Ihe loadin: should affect mostly 
the dislocation density, A, rhich rill chan e the Intercept, C:,, but rill 
hardly' a f f e c t s o  the slope should remain constant. The slope of a K.C.Î. 
plot should be proportional to tl:e concentraticn of impurities. Fi.p.7.5* 
shore the results of feertman & Sallcovltz (55) for lead sin le crystals, rith. 
up to Bi, at room tcmperaiure. Tie se plots are seen to pire straight
lines over the limited ranye of 6,, involved, the slopes varpd-np rlth 
concentration i n  rouf.hly the irodicted manner. Similar expert ents have
0 0;)
been performed by Teiniy & îâclilln ( % ) ,  Talahashi (56) and Caswell (3S). 
Veinict & rachlln^s results five quite good strel ht lines, but tlie slope 
varies only slightly rith ^ , in contrast vit’: the fTaphs of ^ eertnan an! 
Salkovitz. %l:alieshi made me a surer en ts on polycrystalline copper containing 
email (uantities of ill, Zn or P, end found his results could be fitted to 
en expression of the form
A „  = 6.* , (7.11.)
with tIoG value of ol increasing from about 1*0 for pure copper to about 2*5
for copper containing; l«pd of Zn or P. A relation of tlois form res
observed also by t'orick (50), Panseri et al. (62) and Pheritonov (63)* 
Cesrell*s results also yield curved plots o f a g a i n s t  again in 
contradiction vitli the F.G. L. prediction.
Pi ore & Erucr (64) have made Exasurements on Cu-Ce sln^  le crystals 
with composition varying from 0*C05 to 0*5 atomic per cent. Ge. Specimens 
were excited in their fundamental lon itudina] rode at GOPc/s, and at 
temperatures in the ran- e fOQOC to COO^* Equation (7.IO.) is relevant 
here. Then t!ie decrement is plotted as a function of strain amplitude, 
tlrree regions of different strain amplitude behaviour are found, rhich 
rill nov be concldered in turn.
(a) Ihe strain amplitude dependent region.
Pig.?.6. eliors a plot of A  a a g a i n s t f o r  measurements made at
different temperatures. plots ere seen to be linear. Values of
calculated from the slopes are given in Table XT. If c is tlie imi-urit:^  
pinnin^ point concentration, which varies with temperature according to
C - Co , (7-12#)
where U. is the activation energy for the breaJxray of a dislocation from a
0  04-)
p in n in ; ,  p c i i i t ,  ^  i s  'uhe i ; . : p u r i t y  p in n in p ; p o in t  c o n c e n t r a t io n  a t  C°K,
( t ^ )  • (7-13-)
hen  s h o u ld  v a r y  v ; i t n  te n n o ra tu r o  e
■ lo re
" o Co ^
and - jc u e r  f i n d  t h a t  e q u a t io n  \ 7 . i 3 . )  d e s c r ib e s  th e  in c re a s e  o f  L  
t c o n e r e t i 'e ,  end the  d e c re a s e  v r i t l i  , r h i c h  th e y  o b se rve  (T a b le  IC ) .
-3 -£
'-ho c a lc u la te d  v a lu e s  o f , r a n y in y  f ro m  / . l O  cm. to  1 .1 0  cm, a p p e a r
— ^
r e a s o n a b le ,  s in c e  theq: l i e  i n  th e  ra n y e  01 2 .1 0  cm. f o r  a c o n t in u o u s ly
e iiueed o is io c a t io n ,  one e b o u t ^ .1 0  cm. f o r  an im ^ ju a it y  f r e e  d i s lo c a t io n .
A -s o , th e  v a lu e s  o f  Wg c a lc u la te d  fro m  f  «, ana a rc  i n  a g re e m e n t u i t h
p r c o ic t io n s  l i n n  ( c 2 )J .  The v a lu e s  o f  A may be c a lc u la te d  fro m  the
in t e r c e p t s  on th e  a :n s  and th e  v a lu e s  o f  f ^ . The d i s l o c a t i o n  d e n s i t y , A  ,
; _2
i s  a ssu ijod  .0  be ^ , 1 0  cm. and re a s o n a b le  v a lu e s  o f  a re  th e n  o b ta in e d ,
(s e e  Tab le  X I ) .  Tlie v a lu e s  o f  th e  
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(b) The etrein erplilpjude Independent re Ion.
Hie K.C.L, theory predicts en amplitude independent decrement A,of 
the form
Aj, - B A , (7*14. )
vhere
p. ^ ^  ^ . (7.15.)4. t—H l—C
Difficulties arise because tlie peremetersZ,,, A end S are unlmov.n. Fiore 
and Bauer , however, use the values of A^ and A^  calculated above for the 
amplitude dependent decrement, and assume a value of A • A value of A^ i^s 
obtained assujidng the residual decrement,(see ch* 7*2.), to be the minimum 
observed value of the total decrement# Values of B may then be calculated, 
and are sVicv-n in T a b l e T h e  calculated values of B are not at all
-4 - 2.
constant, nor do tliey a. rc-e vith the theoretical value of 10 d^ Tie sec. cm*
for pure copper |^ rason The validity of the F«G.I, theory is
therefore questionable# A further discrepancy arises when the Cu-Ce alloy
is dilute, ie#A= A^ , end is about 10 I Bsin,^  Thson's value of 6 , the
-s
minimum value of A is found to be about 7*10 cm# compared vith an impurity 
-6
spacinc of 10 cm, assuring: there is no impurity clustering' Since 
impurities may be eypected to father preferentially on dislocations,is
—  i
probably less th-en 10 •
Rogers' modification to the K.G#I# theory can however describe these 
results* /ccordin^ to equation (6#b^ ,)
A ,  % fl. B A . (7.1S.)
Thus the relevant loop length is not necessarily determined by the 
impurity spacing, but by the network len^ tl: f ^  the values of A*, in
Table IE ere seen to be greater than 7*10 cm# 41so shown in Table H  ere 
values of B calculated from ecustlon (7*15#) assuming tlie cdqe dislocation
[ \ H )
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dencity I3 the esjne es that of the screw dielocetions. Tlie values of 6 ere 
in quite |ood e^reement with the predictod value of %son (4o), which 
should describe both edfie and screw dislocstions.
(c) Ihe plateau region.
A rerion of constant decrement at large stresses, or when the ratio 
tends to unity, is observed by Fiore end Bauer, end is predicted by Rogers* 
modification to the K.G. I* tlieory. Hiis behaviour may be understood also 
from a simple physical argument* Tiie decrement may be written je<raation(«i-.^ .) J
^  , (7.U.)
where^via a measure of the energy dissipated in pulling e dislocation awry 
from tiie strain field of a point defect* After a certain separation, tlie 
strain field felt by the dislocation becomes small, end further dislocation 
displacement is not accompenied by an increase in^w. However , w  increases 
continuously with dislocation displacement* A mazimun is therefore 
expected in the decrement. Ihls behaviour is expected at high temperatures 
and/or low concentrations of defects, because the solute atmosphere round , 
a dislocation will then be least dense, and Hie net attractive potential 
simllest*
Thompson & Pare (65) have investigated the breakaway stress in copper, 
at lOO^C, as a function of fast neutron irradiation. Fig.7.?. shews the 
measured decrement variation with strain amplitude after different 
radiation doses* The friction is seen to decrease, and the breakaway 
stress to increase, witli irradiation. Fig.?.G(a) shows a K.C*L.*plot of
for these results* Hie plot is curved, end is not, therefore, 
in agreement with the F.G. L, theory* In Fip.?.S(b) and 7*G(c) an attempt 
has been made to separate out any components due to several dislocation
(\D8)
systems, by subtracting the straight line portion of tlie graphs. She 
resulting graph, however, shown in Fig,7,G(c), Is seen to be almost as 
curved as in Fig*7"G(a). It is also found that the slopes:of Hie curves at 
low maodimjL’à strain amplitudes remsdn nearly constant with radiation dose, 
while the intercepts decrease withincreasing dose. According to the K.G.I# 
theory, such a slope and intercept behaviour implies that the density of 
rnbrecl:able, or network, pinning points increases with dose, while the 
density of breakable pinning points remains constant* Since the theory 
requires Hie loop long Hi ratio ^  to be greater than about 5, it is not 
luiown whether the theory is even applicable here.
Instead of uoiuG" t!ie F.G.L. theory, H'ior.psoa and Paré apply an analysis 
of their own, based on the curves of ?ig.7.G, Thick, leads to a relation 
between dislocation loop length and irradiation time. They 1hen find tlia.t 
the loop length tends to a constant value at 1 igh doses ,cn effect not 
observed previously, ^Thompson 1 Holmes (5&), Hiompeon & Fare (60)J possibly 
because of the high temperatures used in the present experiment, orbe cause 
high bad ground damping masl-ied the effect in previous experiments. Hie 
loop length behaviour observed by Thompson and Pare night be accounted for 
if tlie predominant radiation defects were vacancies, with a tendency to 
form clusters. After a certain time, Hie clusters already present would 
tend to grow end develop into strong netvork pins, wliile no new cluster 
would be formed to clian e the loop len tli.
Tr.Q experiment described abo\^ also has application to tlie study of 
the yield point and liardening mechanism in copper. Hie former is related, 
to the unpinning of dislocations, and hence to the breakaway stress, while 
the latter is a function of the nvjnber of pinning points present.
( \ o ^ )
In fact Internal friction meaourements enable the hardening to be evaluated 
at stress and dose levels smaller tlian ere possible in tensile tests. J^ Young 
(S2), 21e?ltt ( CO) , tiehl (C2), Fischer (62)]
A feature of the F.G.L. theory is the prediction of an asymmetric 
hysteresis loop (see Fig,6,2*). However, Roberts & Brov.n ( 6 2 ) In measure­
ments on zinc single crystals in the frequency renee 10 ' to id^/s, found 
symmetric hysteresis loops, as shovm in Fig,7*9* Other features of the 
results ere, however, described quite well by the K.C.I. tlieory, and Roberts 
and Frown suggest the theory fails to describe the shape of the hysteresis 
loop since it neglects thermally aided unpinning effects,
(ii) Other models to account for the damping,
la contrast to tie results of Fiore end Bauer (64) which appear to 
substantiate the K.C.T., tlieory to a large extent, other results such as those 
of Talialiaslii (>5), Caswell (58), and Hiblett & Vi Iks mentioned above, give 
nonlinear plots Often data which approach the F.G.I. amplitude
dependence at high strain amplitudes, vary with strain amplitude slower than 
ej^ iectc-d at lower strain amplitudes. ^Caswell ( 5 8 Two theories will be 
introduced here which attempt to resolve these difficulties.
(a) Hie model of Cwartz and Veertman,
Srartz & Teertmcn (^ /) have proposed a hysteresis mechanism, similar to 
those discussed in chapter ?.l, to explain the above results. Tlie theory 
is limited, however, to a specific me ta 1-impurity system. Hie F.G.L. model 
is modified firstly by assuring tliat the pinning force,F , of dislocations 
to impurity atoms, arising from an elastic interaction, depends on the 
orientation of the dislocation line. Secondly, it is asGur:cd that once a 
dislocation line has broken away, its motion r.iay be limited by the stress
( n o )
field of neighbouring atoms rather tloan by its line tension. Ihis 
behaviour is illustrated in Pig.7.10. in rhich, (a) shows the position of a 
pinned dislocation under zero applied stress, (b) its position under a- • 
eme.ll stress, (c) its position under maxiinura applied stress, when its motion 
is line tension controlled, as in the F.G.L. tlieory, and (d) its position 
under cisxinum applied stress, when its motion is impurity controlled* The 
latter case implies an impurity stress field varying rapidly over the 
distance the dislocation is displaced.
Swartz end Tcertnan calculate tie mean dislocation displacement 
corresponding to Fig.7«10(c), which is a function of the applied stress, 
and also the mean dislocation displacement corresponding to Pig.7*10(d), 
which is independent of the applied stress. H^ey then calculate the 
corresponding decrements which, in tlie epproxime.tioa of small applied stress, 
are for the line tension limited case
A, %  , (7.13.)
where F = Fo ♦-V'ot , and cc is the angle between the dislocation and its Burgers 
vector, fc * For the impurity limited case,
A ,  -  • (7.15.)
At a particular stress the sraller of these two decrements is applicable, 
since it involves the srallcr dislocation displacement, ie. brerhaway 
distance. Hie stress necessary to unpin a dislocation is, by Cottrell’s 
theory Jcottrell epprosdmatejy' equal to the sti*ess necessary for the
dislocation to overcome the rott-ïïcbarro (4<9) potential barrier associated 
with the e&r.'.e tmimrity* Hras an impurity originally pinning a dislocation 
cannot limit its motion after unpinning, so two types of pinning point b x o  
needed. If both interstitial impurities, which interact strongly with both
(IH)
edge end screw typo dislocations, and substitutional imgm*ities which 
interact only with edge type, ere present, t: en the interstitials iray pin 
strongly a dislocation of partly screw end pertly edgo character, while 
the substitutionals may pin the same dislocation only wealily. it very low 
stresses, such a dislocation may brcal'avoj’' from substitutional pins and 
move hyoteretically over neirhbcrurin^ g substitutionals, its displacement 
being line tension controlled, aoid the decrement will be proportional to 
stress* it higher stresses, this dislocation may reach neighbouring 
interstitials, and its motion will be impurity limited* Hie decrement 
th.cn becomes indcgiendent of applied stress, it still higher stresses, 
complete unpinning occurs, and both decrements,A, end Ag_, depend 
exponentially on the stress, as in tlie F.G.L. model, Hiis beîiaviour is 
illustrated in Fig.7*11. and compared vith tlie K.C-.L. theory.
Pure edge dislocations remain pinned by both impurity tp-pes, and so 
do not contribute to the hystoretic decrement at low stresses. Pure screw 
dislocations have onl^ »’ one tpge of pinning point, so the theory is not 
applicable* Hie model is expected to be applicable, how’ever, to metals 
witli a low stacking fault energy, in wliich partial dislocations having 
both screw end. edge character ere produced.
Hie decrement of equation (7*18.) is seen to have tlie amplitude 
dependence of Ibhalmslii’s results, equation (7.11*), end the curve OABC of 
Fig.7*11. fits better the results cf Caswell (53), fct low strain amplitudes, 
(b) Hie mcdol of Ce Hi*
belli (cf) has proposed a damping, model to replace tliat of F.G.I. 
in tîie low strain amplitude region, where plots of A, f are often 
curved. Hie new model is also able to account for the residual, amplitude
(112.)
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iridei/end.eat, danpin^ ; concidered in chapter 7»2* The rain difference 
hetvreen the two models is that Ce 111 postulates an almost random 
distribution of impurities round, a dislocation, while the K.G. I, model 
a SET ires the rlrnir^ ': points lie eTactly on the dislocation. Tlien the density 
of im^ Yirities is sufficiently preat, Hie following^  modifications to the 
r#C*L. theory shmld auisc#
TIio equlli’crium position of a loop lenpth is not determined 
uniquely by the position of the major (network) pinning: points, but 
several configurations of the dislocation may be possible, corresponding to 
different selections of pinninm points from the avallable atoms. A 
correspo:td Ing number of energetically equivalent positions therefore erist 
for the dislocation, as illustrated in figure 7,lf(l) & 7.12(3). In 
Plp.7'12(2) a dislocation serment is shown bowing: out with no break-away 
under an applied stress. This behaviour will give rise to an amplitude 
independent decrement as in the F.G.L. theory. Forever, the distance /-c 
between two pinning points is now no ion; er proportional to ( ^ Y *  tut to a 
higher power of ^  , since 2^ is now generally greater than the mean
separation of impurity atoms, Hie amplitude independent decrement does not 
therefore decrease with the fourth power of ^ c BB in the F.C.t. theory.
Also, when the atmosphere is dense enou h, the critical break-eway stress 
for static hysteresis Is quite low, since the difference in energy between 
successive energy levels should be lower the hi her the impurity density.
At low stresses the movement of a dislocation from the position shown 
in Fir.7.12(1) to that of Flg.7«12(3) is accompanied by a hysteresis loss 
of 8 tp'-pe not considered by K.C.I. The hysteresis loop corresponding- to 
successive dislocation positions illustrated in Fig.7.12(l), (2), (3), (7),
(1/4)
(s ), (9) l3  ùhown In portion K L P G I Î S T Z o f  r ig .7. 13. Only for 
hi her strain amplitudes, Fig.7.12(4), (>), (6) does break-eway occur
in the K.C.L. meuner, giving rise to portion L IT N of Fig.7•13* ^our
critical strain cmplitudes , 6^  ere indicated in Flg.7.13# For a
meoirum strain amplitude such that <5^ 4 6, the loss is  of e dynamic 
nature, g Ivin,' rise to a decrement . Then 4, ^ 6.6 6g^ en crplitude 
dependent decrementarises. Then 4 a second dynanlc loss arises 
, and when <^<6,4 second F.G.L. type hysteretic decrement A-h-2. 
arises. Hius in the general case of fo4 the total decrement is fiven by
A  =  ^ x .  + A „ ,  + A „ 2. .  ( 7 . 20. )
Hie Tckaliashl type dependence of the decrement on (equation 7*11) 
may be associated vithA^,. Thus
~ 9 (7.21.)
where oc end ^  are constants, while
4^  "l_£h, J (7*22.)
^  o
after F.G.L.
Hie model of Cell! thus incorporates the Important features of two 
previous models. A dislocation is pictured as be in,: surrounded by a 
Cottrell atmosphere, in the central region of which energy is 
dissipated in a way similar to that proposed by T'eertman à Salkovits, end 
in the external region of which the F.G.L. meche.ni&m is applicable. Hie 
internal region is expected to vanish gradually when decreasing the 
impurity content.
Cell! ( é Z ) has performed experiments on A1 a ni obtained results which 
appear to follow a lew of the type described by ecustion(7*2l) at' low 
amplitudes, end of the type described by eo.(7.22) at hi her amplitudes.
(IIP)
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(ill) Iffects observed et hi^h strsin rmplitudes.
Biese effects fall roughly Into six categories of behrviour.
I) After vibration in the etrein amplitude dependent region, the dsrplngal 
lo^er eiiîpli tudes Is rone times Increased above Its original value. [^Beshcrs 
(59) e M  Thiitf orth (6(9)]* Vhitirorth’s results for a ÎToCl crystal vith 0*2^ 
pres train ere sliovn In Flc.7#14* vhere curves 1, 2, 5 vers plotted 
respectively before an anneal, after the anneal and efter plotting 2.
Iho increase in derrplng seen in curve 3 cannot be explained by the 
feneration of nev dislocations (see II below), so the loop lezhgth nust be 
increasing, ’Ihls phenomenon cannot be explained by the F.G.L. theory, 
which requires dislocations to return to tlicir or 1 Inal position after 
breah-avay. Fowick*s hysteresis model is applicable, however, where the
stress field associated with pinning centres is short ranged.
II) She damp in,: is found to be reproducible in the amplitude depenîent 
region until some critical stress is exceeded, when it increases rapidly 
with stress. Subsequently the damping is increased at all lower stresses, 
jrtason (56), Thit?orth (é(l)]* Ihitworth performed simple etching: 
experiments, rhich shored a 1er e increase in the number of dislocations 
present in certain slip planes after the critical stress had been exceeded, 
III^  In some fatl ue tests on specimens at 10 - 1,000 c/s the damping is 
found to decrease after vibration at hi; h strain an pli tudes. [wadswcr th (57) 
Broom k Ham (59)» '^hitworth [6 o jJ * Some typical results of Thitn^ orth ere 
shown in Fig,7* 15* it hijh strain amplitudes the decrement decreases at 
constant stress (tliick lines) and a subsequent repetition of the 
measurements (dashed line) shows the decrement is everywhere lower, ÎTo 
completely satisfactory mechanism has been proposed, bu t the génération
(HT)
of vacancies by interacting^  dislocations, or the movrem^ cnt of dislocations 
to hi,;hly pinned positions, ere possibilities.
iv) As the driving force applied to a speciræn is increased, the 
amplitude of resonance rises to a maximin:, end then starts to fall, as 
shown in Fig.?.16. Ihis leeds to a double valued decrement versus strain 
cur\e, as found by Eirnbeum (55) end Thitworth (60).
7) Hie damping rises with increasing ; strain arpliiude. but when the 
strain is subsequently reduced, the dampin*;^  continues to rise,j^ikl (53)J.
Then the internal friction of a specimen is being measured by the 
resonant bar technique, e periodic fluctuation in the amplitude of 
vibration of the specimen Is sometimes observed, while the driving voltage 
is held constant. ^Fakahashi (52), Kessler (57) and Baxter & Tilks (62).] 
This phenomenon has been called •breathing* by Baxter & Tilks, whose 
results on a Cu specimen vibrated at 780 c/s and at 90°K are shown in Fig, 
7.17. In the region of breathing, the friction is seen to be double 
valued, while beyond this region the friction decrease s. Hia t breathing 
will occur if a specimen shows s friction of the form of Fig.7*17* is 
readily seen, for if the strain amplitude is increased a little beyoM 6^  
the friction increases end if the applied voltage is held constant the
amplitude of vibration of the specimen will decrease. If this new
amplitude is below f, tlie magnitude of the friction will decrease, end the
amplitude of oscillation will build up ageln, the cycle then repeating
itself.
If the strain amplitude is lar, e enough to unpin a dislocation 
completely, the F.G. I. theory predicts that the friction will decrease if 
the strain amplitude is further increased. Buch behaviour is observed in
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Flc.7»17' sudden Increase In darplnx !nay also be ac< oimtcd for in
tenns of the K.C.l. model, if the distribution of loop lengths 
epprorimetes to a <5-function rather then en exponential function* Forever, 
another condition for breathin: is that some time laj; be present, so that 
the strain arrplitude falls rpiite appreciably before the friction returns 
to its lover value, dhle rry be interpreted by postulating trro types of 
iirpurity in the epecimen, one vliich uj^ pins and replns a dislocation each 
ha]f cycle #ni is ascocittcd rith Hie larpe dcrpinp above tlie breathinp 
rc^ion, rhile the other type is such that a dislocation once free does not 
rerin apain until the amplitude of oscillation has fallen considerably.
Ihe former imp^ irity must be Immobile, as postulated ty F.C.T., v-]*j.le the 
Eecond may have a lor e no ray of migration end after brcak-aray rill 
diffuse era y from the dislocation, returnizia sometime later Then the 
amplitude of vibration of the dislocation is much reduced.
7.4# Ih.e "odulus fefect.
Ihe modulus defect associated rith amplitude dependent darpinp is, 
accord in to the h. C * T.. theory, related to as
( ' ^ ) n  9 (7.2>)
rhore t-is a constant e?p)ected to be about unity. Fir ,7.18shows the 
results of Chambers (57) on 11 sin le crystals at varions temperatures in 
the ran. e 20^c to 200^ 4. tlie experimental points lie somewhere between 
the dotted lines, [Ivin,^  an approximately constant value for -r of ebout
0.4.
Kamentcky (56) found, for different dilute copper alloys, constant 
values of w* betveen O.I5 end 6«0. Fiore ü!b Eauer (64) find for Cu-Ce 
alloys values of 1- betv.een 0*9 end 1«2 .
(lao)
The ratio r should not, eccordinp to the K-G.Î. theory, show any 
orientation dependence* In feet it is found to have almost exactly the 
orientation dependence expectfd for alone [^Kiblett & Tilks (60) J .
7*5" Fie Effect of Irradiation.
Tiencs (^ 2) hr a predicted c’lanc es in the modulus of an irradiated 
material recultir^ from chan es in tlie lattice para; etor near radiation 
induced > efects, He results of Thoi.pscn & holmes (>^), however, indicate 
tiiet such effects ere ne&li^ible compared with the pinninr effect on 
dislocation eep^i ents of defects iijduced by neutron irradiation. Fi^.7.19* 
shows f-.oiT.pson tnd ho lines* measure:, ents of the decrenent A^end Toun-vs 
L cdulus , as c function of radiation time, for a copper single crystal. 
Neither the hi(_^h order of r.ia.£.,nltu-'e of the modulus cl^ np:e, nor the presence 
cf a saturation effect at hi^h doses, are in favour of lienes* mechanism, 
while tlie observed decrement end modulus changes can be explained, et least 
fit lew stresses, if radiation induced defects restrict the oscillatory 
motion of dislocation segments and reduce the p'cstic strain. Fe effect 
of neutron radiation on the damping in copper has been im-esti^ated also 
by fames ct al. (58)#
Increasing the pinning point density on a dislocation in this manner 
provides a useful ray of studying the breakaway stress in strain amplitude 
dependent friction (see ch.7#3"), and also of studying the loop length 
dependence of internal friction. Fie latter st.dy requires a relationship 
betr.een radiation dose and dislocation loop length.
If y  defects are produced per unit time in a crystal containin,q e. 
total dislocation lenpth A , then tîie nuxber, n, of pinning points on
(121 )
dislocations et e tlmo t is l^on by
A  ^  . /L _'Vt —  + ^  y  ^  » (7#?4.)
where Z. pie tho original averrre loop en. th,:^  is the fraction of defects 
which i r d  up on e, dislocation, crû A is the eve rage loop lentli at a time fc* 
hcua.tion (7.24*) Ico^ l$ to tlio general relation J^ l'ooh 1er (52)J
V h e r e T i . n e  dependent effects due to defects diffucinr to 
dislocations îiCvo been neglected here (eec* c:*7*^»)*
fy ricecurlig. a decrement as a function of y -irradiation tine In copper 
in tho I c/s frequency rrni e, St m  i hrrnato (C2) obtained results which 
tl'xy could interpret using, tle relation above, an! f.:und, in eccordance 
’'ith the tlicory, a dynrniic dccrei.cnt pro;:crtlonal to the fourth
povcr of loop lea th, Z-, a raximum decrercnt proportional ho , aM a 
frequency corrcspo/din^ * to the rexirrum decrement propoTtlonal to #
’Ih.or poon i r-L-'lmcs (5^ )> vhosc rt cuMs rerG e' ;rn in hi/ ,7.19# derive 
corprcecions for & dccro cnt e.:id r ce.uluo defect as a function of irradiation 
tlo-ic ^Mch contain t rrs cimilar to the R.h.S. cf cquation (7.25.)* F:ey
find thfir rcaulto indicate a decrercnt jroportional e-j.itt- accurately to
^ a
L  I erd c rolulus defect prop:.r'cionc.l to 4 .
hhidcnce of tlie A^ccpciidcnco in haCl 2iac been foiuul by Crrnato, ril;Gta, 
‘i'cl.e (f#), in Those crperir.'ont tlie chrrge In loop long th rrs relat'd to 
tlie recovery of the darpiiv wl h tire after a plastic dofcrration* (see 
chrptrr 7»^*)
Although the loop Icivth behavicur cf tl;© above axpiarimcnts appears 
to follow the h*^.h. theory for tl'.o d^ niemio decrement quite well, other 
GUtroro £TrJ;ahaDîiî (^  -)J bavo fouM a decrement depending on a rather
( 1 2  2 )
smaller power of the loop length than four, especially in rather Impure 
specimens. It is interesting to note that the hysteretic damping theoiy 
of Swartz & Tfeertman {61 ) mentioned in cliapter 7.5. predicts a decrement 
proportional to L for Impurity limited motion, exû for line tension 
limited motion, at low stress amplitudes# Tîie very specific model employed 
in ti is tlieory may be applicable to some of these experimental results.
Fie theory of Cell! £see ch#7#5(ii)J also leads one to expect a decrement 
proportional to a power of the loop length eonewhat less than four.
Evidence in favour of the loop length de%:endence of the hysteretic 
decrement of the T.C.L. theory has also been given by Fiore & Fauer (64)#
Eomo effects of electron radiation in copper have been considered by 
homer & îTlblett ((2), and of d eu ter on radiation in T by T'usa & Townsend (C2),
7, 6, Time Te-erdent Effect?.
The change in dampin^ p with time during irradiation has been 
mentioned in  chapter 7*5* Fie present section is  concerned with recovery 
effects a fte r a specimen has been treated in some way, eg. a small plastic  
deformation* A decrement showing a time dependent recovery is  kno?m as 
the Foster effect jVoster (40] .^ Fie recovery usually talres place much 
faster than the recovery of most other mechanical properties, ffuch as 
herdne83, X-ray line broadening, yield lim it etc* Firee mechanisms have 
been proposed to ecccamt for this effect# (i) A rearrangement of 
dislocations, ( i i )  annihilation of dislocations, ( i i i )  pinning of 
dislocations# Experimental evidence w ill  be shorn to favour the pinning 
mechanism.
Cliambers & Smoluchorslii (60) have measured the strain amplitude
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dependent complex modulus et l^ ITc/s as a function of temperature a M  time 
for It:: and 11 single crystals*
(a) 1Î-0 experimental results.
1ÎÎG r^aplis shov.n in Pig.?.20. the instantaneous decrement versus
strain am%litudo as a function of time (4» 100, POOO^ zimites) after a 20 
minute excitation period at a tomperaturo of either 23^0 or 60°C. A 
strain amplitude of I o %es used during the excitation. Tery little change
Vas observed ef ter 2000 minutes in the decay sequence* Each curve vas
plotted as nearly instantaneously as possible, and a strict control vas 
kept on the temperature in order to obtain reproducible results. It vas 
found that tlie tire dependence and tlie amplitude dependence vere small in 
freshly etrained crystals. 13ie time dependence ep:-pears vhen a crystal 
begins to chow e nrrked ar.-.plitude dependence, end Iience a marked break­
away stress, as, for example,rfter a high tcmp-eratare enneal. It is 
observed also that if tlie exciting strain amplitude is less than the brealc* 
avay strain eriplitude, there is no clionge in the instantaneous curve of 
either decrement or modulus defect vith strain exiplitude. The K.G.L* 
plots corresponding to tlie dO^C curves of Pig,7*20. are shown
in Pig.7*21. These are seen to give good straight lines.
llie product of J , tlie intercept on t h e a x i s ,  end , where 
'Ÿ is tlie slope, remained approximately constant. In Pig.7*22* are shown 
the results obtained vhoa a crystal res first excited for various lengths 
of time at a constant strain amplitude and temijercture, and then allowed 
to decoy while Hie decrement was measured at frequent intervals. The 
rcprod-ucibility of tîio rise in decrement with excitation time, and the 
tendency to saturate after large excitation times sliould be noted. In
Oa?)
B’upport of the K.G.L, theory it is also noted that the ratio of the 
decrement to the modulus defect is epprordnately constant during excitation. 
Then Clianhers end Smoluchowsld p l o t - A . a g a i n s t  time, where ^ is the 
decrement at a time t  during: tie decay sequence shown in Fig.?.22, ^^is 
the initial decrement, and 6^  is the maximum decrement reached at the end of 
the excitation period, they obtain a straight line* This indicates the 
decay is described by the relation
^  ^ fc- « (7*2o.)
where ^  is a constant. The parameter is found to be dependent on tlie 
excitation period, ranging from about ^  for a $ minute excitation to -|- 
for periods extending to saturation. It is also found that, for the decay 
following short excitation tiir.es, the quantity^  is inversely proportional 
to strain amplitude, and proportions! toj^^ -wj/ where 3>p is the 
diffusion constant of a defect, end U is an activation energy of tlie order 
of 7 to 1011 cal./inole.
(b) A theoretical interpretation.
'fie K.G.L. theory*’ predicts e decrement A  equal approximately to the 
modulus defectA6-, and related to tlie strain amplitude as
= A.g.. = f ! (7.27.)
where B is proportional to ^  , that is the concentration of defects, and T  
is proportional to • Neglecting the amplitude dependence outside the 
ej'ponential, equetion (7.27.) inay be written as
^  -  Ag-) •= ( z l l l p i j  , (7.28.)
If the concentration of defects on a dislocation immediately after
cessation of excitation, then
C (i) -  C(o) -f. C'C(r\ ,  ( 7.29. )
(I ad)
where (T is such tliet c % o end c(ca^ ± q constant*
From equations (7#2C.) end (7.23.) we hnve
S - i ,  - Afo = ^  , (7. JO. )
or
where , (7.%.)
4-6. " . (7.J2.)
Now according to the Cottrell-Bilhy (43) strain-
eging theory, Ciis relation is valid for the diffusion of impurities 
onto dislocations from a cylindrically symmetric atmosphere during tlie 
early stages of cging. On the other hand, if a planar atmosphere is 
assumed piement & Cohen ( 3 ^ ) J the relation becomes
c 'C t )  ^  ( z ^ )  . L - \  (7.33.)
Uio experimental results may now be interpreted if it is assumed that 
the time dependent effect is due to breal.aray of dislocations from pinning 
points, such that the number of long dislocation loop len^ -ths is increased 
over the number that sliould exist at a given temperature and lm%%irlty 
concentration, Üiat there is no clianpe in decrement at excitation strain 
amplitudes below the hrecliewsy strain amplitude then follows, since Hie 
number of long loops will not have been increased by breehaway. From the 
similarity between equation (7*2c*) and equation (7,31*), when the latter 
contains the Cottrell-Bilby expression for the excitation time
dependence can be considered to be due to the thinning of Hie Cottrell 
atmosphere surrounding the longest dislocation network, Hie decay 
following excitation results from condensation of tlie atmosphere by 
diffusion back to the dislocation according to the Cottrell-Bilby relation* 
Hie 6"^  dependence sug{:est3 the thinning of the atmosphere has cylindrical 
symrctry, while the 6 dependence after short excitation suggests g plancT
(I 27)
distribution of the atmosphere, end. a subsequent diffusion of this planer 
atmosphere back to the dislocation. The value of M. in equation (7*33*) can 
five a cuide to the type of impurity responsible,
Cranato, Hikata & liicke (53) have proposed a similar theory, also 
based on the K.G.L., model, in which they assume the concentration of defects 
pinning a dislocation varies according to the Cottrell-Bilby 6 ^  relation. 
Good agreement with the experimental results is found in the 0*4 to 
deformation range, especially in NaCl, It larger strains the generation 
of new dislocations must be considered,
The results of Hikata, True11, Granato, Chick and lucke (5&) 
who measured the decrement in an A1 sample as a function of deformation 
and time, ere shown in Fig,?.23* As the load increases, the attenuation 
passes through a maximum, and tlien decreases with further deformation, 
(A-B-iC), If the strain is then held constant, the attenuation recovers to 
its original value before deformation (C-B), If now the load is removed, 
the attenuation rises to nearly its value before recovery, then decreases, 
but still has a finite value when the load is completely removed (D-E-F).
The remaining attenuation recovers in a way similar to the recovery under 
load, but less rapidly (F-G),
Cranato, Hikata & liicke interpret the recovery under load as being 
due to the pinning of dislocations by point defects* Then the load is 
removed, the dislocations breakaway from these pinning points so that the 
attenuation increases again. Finally, under no load, the attenuation 
recovery process repeats itself,
Hie increase in damping during the unloading after recovery, (D-F) in 
Fig,7.23, is very difficult to explain if the recovery process is due to
(12 9)
either tlie disappearance of dislocations (the annihilation theory), or to 
the irxiobilieation of tliese dislocations as e result of en interaction 
between tlicn:, (tie rearrangement theory). A point defect pinning 
meclianlcm is, however, capable of accounting for this effect, Nowick (55) 
has criticised the pinning theory on the grounds tliat if recovery is due 
to point defects, then the recovery should be capable of correlation with 
the re cove 13' of electrical resistivity'; this is not always possible.
Fewever, if the damping is proportional to Hie fourth power of the loop 
length, it will be influenced at the very beginning of recovery, while the 
electrical resistivity, which depends on the total number of defects 
remaining in tlie lattice, will not be changed appreciably until nearly the 
end of the migration process. Thus tlie corresponding resistivity changes 
should occur at later times or higher temperatures,
7,7* H'o ef ,
(a) The amplitude dependent damping.
Hie fffect of temperature e:peers in the F.C.7. theory of amplitude 
dependent damping in three wcp’s. Firstly, the dampinp constant 5 is 
temperature dependent [ f c e  ch,9J , but in the amplitude dependent region 
this is a mruch mellcr effect than the oHier two considered below. jTstem 
& Granato (C 2 )J  , Secondly, it is possible for the break-away of a 
dislocation to be thermally aided. The stress amplitude et which A  % 
begins to rise sliould therefore increase with decreasing temperature, Tliis 
is illustrated in Fig.7.24* by the results of Chambers (57) on A1 cin^ ple 
crystals at 15Kc/s. From the shift in the breek-away point with 
terperaHire it is possible to calculate the ectiviation energy of the 
break-away process. F6r the results of Fig.7*24• this is found to be
(129)
about 0*1 ev. The tilrd effect of terperature will be to chen^ 'e the 
equilibrium concentration of impurity atomo on a dislocation, according 
to the equation £Cottrell (43)J
C ~ C q ^  * (7* 34" )
where ^  is the mean concentration of impurity atoms In the lattice, end 
Li is the intersction energy between an impurity atom and a dislocation. 
Since the value of i-^ is inversely proportional to C , the slopes of the 
K . G . L .  plots of A  f  ere proportional to ^  .  Thus a plot of the
logarithm of the slope againstshould give a straight Hn© of slope 
according to equation (7"34*)« The curves of Fig.7*24* when treated in 
tliis way yield a straight lino correspondin' to an activation energy of 
0*12 ev, for tempe ratures less tîian 200®C, Similar results h.ave been 
obtained by Teertman & Salkovitz (55), %ert (49) and Famentcky (56).
The K.G.I, theory also predicts that the decrement should cease to 
increase with strain amplitude at very high strain amplitudes end begin 
to decrease, corresponding to the total un;inning of dislocations. The 
seme effect should be observed at hi h temperatures. Often it is 
obscured by oHier effects, but Fikl (53) ant îîiblett & Tills (59), whose 
results are sliovn in Fig.?.25., have observed a maximum#
(b) H.e amplitude independent darping.
Because the low amplitude decrement in cold worked metals Is 
strongly influenced by the presence of the Bordoni peak, only annealed 
metals will be considered here. Care must be taken, also, to ignore the 
grain boundary relaxation peek observed in polycrystalline metals 
between 200^0 & 500^C. Measurements have been made by Fsmentoky (56), 
Caswell (58), Biblett & Wilks (59) &nd Hiompson & Holmes (59). In general
(130)
it is found that the temperature dependence of ig small, a grsih of 
against -A usually beln^ ; concave upwards, apirocchlnp linearity at lev/ 
températures. jVcrick (50) arxl -'ill (50) j • F ament sky (56) ectimates 
that if en activation energy exists for this friction it is less than 
0*05 cv.
Thorpson & Holmes (59) have measured the amplitude independent 
friction, and the resonant frequency, from which the modulus defect may 
be calculated, as a fine ti on of tern pare ture for annealed copper crystals 
both before and after neutron Irrrdietion at room terperature. Fig.?.26. 
chews the re nilts obtained. If it is assumed that the difference between 
the Ffnrureronts before and after radiation is due to the suppression of 
dislocation motion by radiation induced plnulng points, then it is 
reasonable to suppose that the differences betreen the Irr.o curves should 
be characteristic of the thermal activation of the dislocations 
themselves. In Fig,?.2?. the quantity , which is the difference 
between the pre-irrndistion and post-irradiation decrement curves of 
Fig.?.26. end the cruentitpT^^)There A  C^is tlie change in the modulus upon
a
irradiation, ere plotted against terperature on an arbitary scale. A 
curve of T  is also shorm. It is fo’ind that the curves of Ag end 
can be brought into coincidence merely by using a scale factor, end that 
these quantities show e stron^ "- tendency to increase as T  ^ . The relation 
between tliO modulus defect and the decrement follows from the F.C.L. theory,
/  4- 4"
since ) <K A  and Aj «  J-  ^ The te rerature depdendcnce almostV Ç. /j*
certainly crises, then, from a tharrally activated unpim^ing of 
dislocations, giving; rise to long er loop lengths, since the decrement but 
not the modulus defect involves the dampin' constant B , the observed
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temperature dependence cannot be related to a change of 5 with T •
Clomps on & Holmes elso deduce a dependence for the friction which fits 
quite well the e^ i'Crlmentpl results, el though the emect form of the 
tern-pare tu re dependence will depend on the distribution of pinnin,^  points.
/It ?'c/s frequencies, when normal experimental strain amplitudes ere 
Rufficiently low for there to be no break-awey of dislocations fr«n 
point defects, the effect of temperature should appear only in the 
dampin ’ constant ^ • Ihe theoretical basis of this constant is 
considered in chapter 8.
7 .8 . The If feet of CUenchin^.
Both tfie amplitude dependent and amplitude independent decrement 
of metals are reduced by cuencliin^ p from a hi^h terperaiture, and usually 
the faster the quench the greater tiie reduction. In rig.7«2o« this is 
illustrated by the results of Levy & Hetzger (55) on an A1 single crystal 
which had been annealed at 64û^C for one day end then brought down to 
room tenperature at various rates of cooling. For the most rapid quench, 
I.e. a water c^ uench, the decrement is seen to have become almost 
independent of strain amiplitude. Ihe results shorn in Fig.7.28. give 
curved plots / ^ t  but eoem to indicate tlist has been reduced.
Ciirllrr results have been obtained by Roswell & howick (57)>
Bemcs et al. (5&). main clienge produced by quenching is tlie
introduction of vacancies which condense on dislocations "addin & 
Cottrell (55)J f the concentration bein^ p greater the higher the 
initial temperature end t!ie rate of quenching'.
(133)
7*9* Ih.e Effect of rn /jincal.
'ihe friction is reduced by an r.nneaX at an elevated temperature. 
^Biblett & Tllks (60)j. In the experiment of Bournes et al. (58), a copper 
single crystal was irradiated at 78^ but no decrease in damping was 
observed until the crystal was annealed et room terperature for some hours, 
in anneal apparently allows point defects to diffuse to dislocations and 
pin tliem. it high temperatures dislocations themselves may annihilate 
and so reduce the damping.
7.10. The Effect of Purity.
(a) TÎ10 amplitude dependent damping.
Ihe presence of impurities reduces the amplitude dependent damping. 
[^ !'erx & Koehler (fO), Teertaan & Salkovitz (55)]' K.G.L. theory is 
capable of explaining; this if the impurities pin dislocation segments and 
reduce the average loop length. Ihe effect of impurities on the slope of 
J ' ~ plots has already been considered in chapter 7*5* in connection 
with the loop length dependence of the damping.
(b) Ihe amplitude independent damping.
In general the addition of small amounts cf impurity reduces the low 
amplitude friction. Q*arx & Koehler (50), Pare (58), Beshcrs (59)J # 
Tchahaslii (56) has reported an amplitude independent friction of 
polycrystalline copper conteining small quantities of Al, Zn or P, which 
decreases as a power function of the concentration of solute atoms as 
predicted by tlie K.C.T. theory. On the otîier hand, Keertman & Salkovitz 
(55) have found no systematic dependence of the decrement on purity in 
lead specimens containing Bl. However, this may be due to tîie previous 
history of different specimens, e.p. cold worlinp during handling.
(f34-)
7.11. Hie Effect of Prestrain and Cold Tor!:.
(a) 5he amplitude dependent demping.
Snail emnuats of cold work ore found to increase the amplitude 
dependent decrement end decrease the value of the modulus. £ Read (41 ),
Tirt (o), 5crick (50), Srrith (53)]. Ohe K.f.I. plots of A  ('A„fg / g  
fcr Read's results hove already been considered in chapter 7*3« end have 
been f-ruid to be in at least qualitative agrc'crr.cnt T.ith t!'.e theory. 
Ircotrain, quenching and irradiation all have very £i.adlsr effects on 1he 
damping, since in each case extra dislocation pinning points are 
Introduced jj?.arnes et al. (50)J.
rcoaarerents ly Teertnen & Koehler (53) on copper single crystals 
indicate tlmt after an initial increase vith ere 11 amc^ jnts of cold work, 
the decrement vent thn’ou;ha rardTur. and then decreased with further 
deformation. After a deformation cf about 3^00 p.s.i* the damping was 
practically iiidependent of a train avplitrie for strains up to 10 A 
cindlar decrease has been obaei'vcd by C p o ire ll (5C). H:e occurrence of a 
rardr.ujn is predicted by the K.C.T. theory, which lc=ads to a decrement 
prcporticnal to a  , Tie initial increase in damping, associated with an 
increase in dislocation density', is offset at hijh deforrations (i.e. a 
high dislocation denrdty), by the re-ducticn in Iho network length, . 
rinally, when the dislocation density is so greet that the network len^ :th is 
shorter tl.cJi the mean Gc-paration betvuen impurity atoms, the unpinning 
process no lon er is possible, end no amplitude dependent dsrping is 
observed.
(b) Tl:c amplitude independent damping.
Again email amounts of cold work Increase the friction. £Kowick (50),
Tûompson & Holmes (59), Teertrazi & Foehler (53)J* Ihe measureincnts of 
Ce swell (50) show that cold worhl^ :, increases the decrement over the 
entire tempereture rerge from to 3D0®K. Tiblctt (56) ha,s found a
ra:.i::uT \ a hue of damping in polycrystelline copper vith increasing’ 
cold Tork.
7.12, T'o Iffeet of Orientation.
In tho expressions derived for the decrement In chapter six the 
eymhols ex' end 6 have the meaning of shear stress end sheer strain. In 
most experiments, ho?ever, longitudinal stresses and strains are used 
which will he denoted hym'and y  respectively. Fig.7*2?. defines the 
angles of the slip system in a solid cylinder. It can he seen that an 
applied In^itudinal stress may he related to e resolved shear stress in 
the slip plane end direction, es
^  — C Ovi & # ^ ^  ^  , ( 7 * 35 • )
^ (7.3c.)
then considering lon-'itudinal stresses the correct modulus to use will he 
Toun^ '' 8 modulus and not the shear modulus. If there are marvy different 
slip systems present, each 7I th a dislocation density A- , then the 
expressions of chapter 6 may he made applicable to the case of 
longitudinal stresses simply hy multiplying by a factor, |£Cranato & 
îiïcke (56)7
S . ( 7. 37. )6 -
Hil^ ata, Chick, Iruell & Flhaum (62) have considered the chang e in 
damping witli orientation in Al sinyle crystals at around 10^ 'c/s. Tlieir 
results ere shown in Fig.7*38. Hie velocity change, attenuation and
(I 3 4)
stress are xlotted against the tensile deformation of a sample. One of 
the t?,elve possible < iio> gl5.de systems of the f.c.c. crystal
was Inclined at 45^ to the long axis cf the specimen, eo that the resolved 
shear sireos on the one frv^ oüred slip plane is 0*5 cf the stress along the 
aria of the r.ai-ple. He plane of polarisation i.e. the particle 
displacement, of a 10''c/e transverse revs was made perpendiculsr to the 
primary glide direction end to its projection on the end face of tho 
crystal, as ehorn in rip.?.3C(e) (inset). Hus the particle displacement 
did not have any compcnent in the primary glide direction.
Consequently, Then dislocation multiplication occurs it is confined to 
this easy glide direction and will not effect the attoruation. The 
initial mhrrp rise in atténua.tion seen in rig.Y.p^Ca) is attributed to 
brcd>aT;?y of dislocations from T'eek pinnin points jeeding to an increase 
la loop len, tlis before appreciable mltiplication occurs. Hie level 
portion corner orris to dislocation multiplication in the easy glide 
system, and the submergent increeae in at te die tion corresponds to a third 
ctcge in Tlfch other glide systems become operative, rir.7.30,(b) shows 
the results of e sirdler experiment usin^ p corcTU'essions.l waves instead of 
trsns'/erse. Duch compressional vavee have shear components along all the 
glide systems, particularly in the x%rimary 01%, and. the attenuation is 
seen to increase con‘'lnuously in this case with no level portion. Fip.7*30 
(a) & 7*30.(b) slaov it is possible to separate the effects of primary end 
sscoüdsry glide systems duriru.' tho plastic deformation of a f.c.c. metal 
Gin^le crystal, lig.7'33.(c) shows the results for 0 compressional wave 
in tho</c>o> direction,
Eilcata, Chick, True 11 & ribaum show that the miPxWim in at low
(13 7)
strains Is predicted by the K.G.l* theory, if It is ©smuror-d that the 
attenuation and velocity changes result from an increase in loop length- 
while G , d., A and-fh may be considered constant. They show el so that 
the maximum is predicted only when the initial loop len^ pth lies between 
two critical values.
7 . 13 . Tiscusslon.
(i) The djTiaTilc decrement.
At hifh frequencies, the dynemic loss predicts by the K.G.L. theory 
accounts well for the observed strein amplitude independent damping. At 
lower frequencies, however, tlie agreement is not so £ood. In particular, 
tl'E K.G.L. theory predicts a decrement proportional to frequency, while 
very few expcrirrcntcl results support such a dependence. Ihe alternative 
theories discussed in chapter 7*3* have only limited success. It is 
possible that another damping mechanism is operating at low frequencies, 
or that the fault lies in the string model of dislocation motion itself.
In the latter case, the link model of Brailsford (61) & (65), which was 
considered in chapter 5*1* with regard to the Bordoni peak, ray five e 
better picture cf dislocation motion at these frequencies. This 
possibility is considered further in chapter 9*
(ii) The hysteretic decrement.
In many cases the hysteretic damping predicted by the K.G.L. theory 
accounts well for the exp-erimenta 1 ly obseri/ed strain amplitude dependent 
damping. There are, however, other instances in wlich the theory appears 
to bear no relation to experiment. It is possible that In the latter cases 
the K.G.L. model is not applicable because of its limitations on, for 
example, loop length (-^>5) end strain amplitude (the strain amplitude
(138)
should be smaller than that required to unpin dislocations from all pinning 
points every cycle). Hie other theories proposed to account for 
experimental results not described by the F.G.I. theory have been found to 
have Eoire success, often because 1hey do not assume ©11 Impurities to lie 
exactly on a dislocation line or that after breakaway a dislocation is 
rcpinned by tlie same pinning point. Indeed, the experiments of Baxter & 
Vilks (42) on tlie phenomenon of 'breathing* ^chapter 7$3(iii)] indicate 
that once a pinning; point is broken there may be some delay before the 
dislocation is rej-iinned. Other experiments which cast doubt on the F.C.L. 
model ere those of Roberts & Brown (62) who found symmetric hysteresis loops, 
and those of Baker (57) who found no significant changes of the amplitude 
dependent absorption in Cu and Fb with bias stress, although the latter 
should according to the K.G.L, theory have the same unpinning effect on a 
dislocation as a stress wave. Hie theory of Brailsford (6l) & (65) may 
account for some of these anomalies, ilefeld (65) has found that this 
theory leads to a non-linear stress-strain law at an oscillation or bias 
stress amplitude of about 10 ^(essuming A = ), whereas for the K.G.L.
(string) model the corresponding stress amplitude Is about 10 Î  Hius 
Brailsford'8 kink model predicts strain amplitude dependent effects at 
very much lover strain amplitudes, lower even than those necessary to 
cause breakaway in tlie string model. The kink model is compared further 
with the string model in chapter 9.
(139)
CEAPHR 8
He Bamylng Cousto’~t 
The vibratl:;- stri;'i,_, model describes rany of the properties of the 
dtT. -ginj but the physicel mechanism of the demping is hidden in the damping 
constant which is defined by the relation
? = g w , (6.1)
where F is tic force GCtirvp per unit length of dislocation end tf is the 
velocity of the dialect tion, 0 is essuned to be imde pendent of h* 
Erperironts. ly there are two reys cf calcul a tin*; 15 . He first is from 
measurements of dislocation velocity as a function of applied stress.
He latter method was used by Ci Iran & Johnston (59)» and Ihson (60) * 
Johnson & Cilron find a va ue of 7.10 "^dyàcs sec. cm ^  fcr B in HP.
Calculetioj'.s cf S from in’hrna l friction r eacurs" exts r.ey be made 
usin the Fochler-Crsnato-Tuche theory or c ay theory which r e l a t e s #  to 
experimental parrrretcrs . Tor frequencies ruch /rester tkci the
former "Uicorpr pro* ids (see o qua tion 6.1^ . )
A  — ^ > 4- TT^JI • (5.2.)
The velue of tlic dislocation density may be found by an etcl-yit technique, 
and then K may be deduced from the decrement rcasuro'ents e.t different 
frequencies.
8.1» _Hieonles^of.
ishelby (o) propoeed that tlie drag on a dislocation arôse from the
thcrmoelaetic de:, pin,:, cf. chapter .2, recul tin frer. a fluctuating
temperature distribution around ancEcillatin: dislocation. His mecîianism 
produces no drey on a screw dislocation, which involves only slicar stresses, 
eri fcr e.i edpo
s b y  x g r f r  . (8'-')
(l4-£>)
-7
where X Is e 'cutoff* length, about 10 cm, Ilovever, this effect has 
been found to contribute only a snail cno nt to the total damping^Tason 
(60)].
All other tlieorles consider the ori;in cf the frictional force to be 
the Interaction between a movin' dislocation and lattice vibrations.
Stem & Granato (62) have eliovn tl-at the phonon-fislocation interaction 
is rufficiont to accoicit for the observed order of rag-iltude of the 
danrin.:, Ho different approaches t: this problem have been .riven, due 
to Xcibfriei (SO), and Fa son (6#),
(a) Teibfried's theory,
Itiibfricd (50) explained tlie drag f rce on a roving dislocation in 
ter* a cf tic scr tierin of lattice phonons by the strain field associated 
vith a dislocation. H e  iheory of leibfricd predicts
; - thif "  (so.)
There a is tlo lattice porar.oisr, E, the therra 1 c.or y density and the 
shear vave velocity. At hi. h te: pcrat.crcs, E. ray be written
E. - ^  , (5.5.)
wheie Z is tho rmnher of atoms per c.c, His should hold in fact until 
tc.mpera •'ures aro resc’:cd where either E, , or V:g si’Gcific rtet, start to 
fall rapid^ '* His tùieory has been criticised by habarro (S'! ) and 
Cottrell (S5), on the grcwxids that there is a coii'ucion between tJ:e scattering 
of phonons by ii. strain field eron::d a staticr.ary dislocation, and by that 
ero-jn' a movi.i dislocation, ’ hen both ihese mecbmisrs are considered, 
the va'ue of ^ is fou.d to be nuch too small, Hovever, To the (60) 
considered tlie phonon rediation fron a vibrating, dislocation a:od fouii tie 
Value of ^  v.cs restored to e.p.ror-irately Tcibfric.d*s value.
(14-1)
îclbrried used a i:honon BOatiering cross-section irdependen,t of the 
phonon wave-length, end of magnitude between a cndA^(-|-), where K end ^  
ai’s rcspectivGly tlie outer a d inner cut-off radii of the dislocation 
stress field, His cross-section is difficult to calculate accurately, 
hie mens (50 ) hrs sliO’Ti, Uoing elasticity theory, that tie cross section 
at lo" t r'perst’sres is prosor tional to phonon fre cuency. Per short 
X-'hsnon v:av9-lcng'LIi3 (high ts:n.p'*r; tares) a cross-section iniepe:udent of 
wave-lcn th seems reasonable,
( b) Fa son* a th'^ crz".
Phenonrinteract .vith each other tlirou^ h the n n-lincsT properties 
cf a rcliam, a d equalise the energy between sheer end longitudinal modes 
in c. ties ,:acc by Ho thxiTn.l relaxation time,‘7’, Cince tîiey can transfer
energy a .1 ncncntu:, they have tn effective viscosity.
Ten on (fO; points cut f.ut phonon viscosity ay act directly on a 
stress wove, a c. convert acoustic energy into tliorusl pho:von energy 
jjhsou 1 hat'urn (64f[ erf indirectly throu, h a. r.ovi.v dislocation stress 
field. Per tic IrttC'U Iocs Pan on csliulr.tcr, uein classical viscous 
fluid flow theory, a drv pin;: csnstont, for screw red edge dislocations of 
tl-C f era
# = Z,2. ' 5 (8,6,)
3 = yy r ^  -h TÊR-i, (8.7*)
,  ( a . 3 . ,
vgicre y is roiscon*c ratio,r, is an effective dislocation core radius,
K] is tie viscosity of the pliorxcn gas (frm kinetic tI:cory), Epis tlie 
tboreal energy density, Kp is tie lattice thsival ccaductivlty, p is the 
lattice cpc.klflc heat end V is tic weighted average ve'ocity of transverse
( \ ^ Z )
C- d ]. o n j i  tu d  i na. 1 v;ave s .
i l l  a p p ro :d :n a t io : i n e c e s s a ry  f o r  la s o n 's  c a lc u la t io n  i s  t h a t  th e  
mean f r e e  p a th  o f  th e  phoncns i s  s m a ll com pared v ; i t ' i  th e  space v a r ia t i o n s  
o f  th e  s t r e s s  f i e l d ,  so t ' l a t  th e  phonons may be re g a rd e d  as a oas i n  p, 
u n i fo r m  s t r e s s  f i e l d .  H o i.e v e r, th e  d o m in a n t F o u r ie r  com ponen ts  o f  th e  
s t r e s s  f i e l d  m ust have  T .a v e - le n g th s  o f  th e  o rd e r  o f  th e  d i s lo c a t io n  c o re  
d im e n s io n s , so the  a p p ro rd m a t io n  may n o t  be g o o d , even a t  q u i t e  h ig h  
te m p e ra lu in -3 w here  th e  phonon w a v e - le n g th  i s  s m a l l .
C .2 .  J. C o m r r r is  n  o f  theo r? r end e m n e rim e n t.
B o th  I n s o n 's  th e o ry  and L e i b f r i c d ' s  th e o ry  p r e d ic t  s im i l a r  m a g n ita d e s  
o f  a t  room  te m p e ra tu re .  I n  T e b le H I  som'e e x p e r im e n ta l v a lu e s  o f  5 fo u n d  
b y  v a r io u s  e x p e r im e n te rs  a re  g iv e n ,  to g e th e r  w i t h  th e  t h e o r e t i c a l  v a lu e s  
c a lc u la te d  a c c o rd in g  to  Z s h e lb y 's  th e r m o e la s t ic  dam p ing  m o d e l, l e i b f r i e d ' s 
phonon s c a t t e r in g  m o d e l, and I h s o n 's  phonon v i s c o s i t y  m o d e l, th e  
t h e o r e t i c a l  v a lu e s  a p p e a r, on th e  w h o le ,  tn  be s l i . p h t l y  le s s  th a n  th e  
e x p e r im e n  t a 1 v a lu e  s .
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îüie values ^IvcA f r jhonon tdscosity hr.ro been calcule ted fro% 
îhnon’s V .c ù 'r j , vîtli t r o  clirr^ cs j^ uzulil et ©3.(£4)] • Firstly, s. cut-off 
length of O'Yfb eoa (o4j|hrs beee used instead c f , since t!:e former le 
r.orc ^cneual'y c.C':o% t.-d, fcco.-dly eue erinontel values of the lattice 
tbeiVT.l conductivity r^re used f .r bo 111 r/ tr Is r. ■' inrale t-orc# Ksson used
f
t‘:c e'ectic^ .3 cc.ductivlty for ine:t-le in his ori/jiiu: 1 treatment*
T: c ic  i s  men to he r sli ht tendency for G to he free.ter i n  insulators 
then in rct'-de* 13.is iffG-r-oncc is cr:ectcd 0:1 the^ionon v i s c o s i t y  model, 
but *-ot on 1’e phonon sccttc^in r.o'el# Fie p reerent lietreen erperiment
rid dieory rh ht he 1 pr och if not ell t! e dislocations cu.uiicd in a
Tortic..iler c:po.rircnt ccntriVutn to th.n drnT.inf? A r •.0.1 Id then be sue 13 er
rod hn c: 13 Tanker, ft~m rrd frrnato (i2) have found that S is eprron-
ir.-: toly r c- r v e f r b th cd o r d scrcir dislocations in6«., so ri ht be 
crprct i fri cpocth ns (C.f) r.d (C.?*)
F:c s cttcrlr. cf tlicr.r 1 % 1:cnons by dishecc tions i 11 also effect 
the th''‘'n'il rcsistiodtp' at lor toTijvratures. tco or i Fosmberr (^9) 
fcurl t'rt the thecrctical vt.'ucs cf reoistio'i'‘y re"c fonr t  - six tires 
srrh'cr then the crpc i':cntr.l vrlues. Foe phonon scattering- nay be 
urderooth-ctod by r riri'rr arount in tîio crlculat.'ons of leibfried.
* — ,
/nod.cr -ethod cf co: prrhn erperl-cnt and theory ' is to consider the 
tcrp-'rrt're variation cf th' intoma'' friction in re'ation to the predicted 
trrpirr't'.i-'O variation of (9 • In Fly. 0,1. is sho*rn t-^ o variation with 
to pera.t.irs cf iIc dr^piny constant calculated fr-r phonon viscosity, and 
phonon scatteriny, for euc.rtz# jjhson (cO)J, In Fiy. 3.*$ is shov.ii the 
corrcrnm.idin, da^piny of ciiarts, as e fianction cf te'iperature.
(I +5)
Fie darpin,' Is econ t correspond more to l'cson’s calculation of (3.
Fly. 8.3, chov.'S the temperature depen'ciice of 6» rr.cseared for Cu (®) end a 
copper.manrrue ee alloy (-^ ) ef ter Puzulti ct el. (c/), together vith the 
theoretics 1 cur\-es recording to .leibfricd erd Faeon, the latter modified as 
in Irblo IE* It app'-prs t et neiih.er of tie theoretlccl curves agrees with 
lie eo peri;.-en tel velu s, vhich ere roughly proportional to temperature.
This t"-;peistjre dependence is also observed by /lers a;id Thompson, (dl). 
lothe (if) hfs conclu'eC t'.ct phonon scattering at a hinh in a dislocation 
Vüuld pro. uce a frictional force linerrly dependent on temperature dovn to
 ^a M I
, vlicrePis the lolye temperature, « the lattice parerieter,3> tho kinli 
width. Ichelby (6f) has also considered this ecatteriny*
7'rrbiirercnto of B have fc-^en made for lead dovm to 4'2 & by lens and 
liicke (Cl;* If, as ’othc- (C3) and Fchclby (Cf) calculate, 0 is proportional 
to the thermal eier. y, then (3 should approach zero Tuite rapidly for low 
terpcratares. In this cane the usually overdarpcd dislocations should 
eho^ resonances at low temperatures, but such resonances have not yet been 
reporied. In fact, at 4.2 ¥ tie darpingr consta t of lead remains so high 
that no resonance-libe behaviour could be detected, / possible explanation 
may be foinod in the kink model of Brailsford (6l) [sce chapter If
H is the acti\atio. energy for sidevays motion of bird's over small Peierls 
potentials, one expects S • Fus S is proportional to k T
for }iTrs>f^ , 2"et does not go to zero ct lov. temperatures but Increases eg-sin. 
Fie eorct temple re tun depcidence of 5 according: to tîiis model has not yet 
been worked out*
G.4. T! e Bamminm in an /Iley.
In TfbleHLit is seen tlmt the %reccnce of îli in Cu alters Hie value
(1^6)
of 13 cinxild not be effected by Impurities, cnly by the Debye tempcratiie* 
Ilovever, It son's value rney be affected, ihrcoih kj. , but kp should decrease 
end not Increese with alloying. Fence neitîier theory accounts for this 
effect. rirre Sc Bauer (64) hove shown tliat He value of 19 in a very dilute 
Cu-re c ley is in reasonable agree men t rl th Feson’s value of ^  for pure Cu, 
if the experimental value is calculated usin, Rogers'( 2^) modification of 
Hie K. G. I,, tlie or y. It is possible, hovever, that alternative m-ecîianisms
ere responsible for tlie damping.
The first possibility arises from the interaction between e moving dis­
location ad the stre. s field round an impurity. Cokawa &Yaza (65) have 
considered th.e radiation from a dislocation in an impurity stress field, and 
Taharurr & Fori mo to (63; hrve c vvsic c rod an enor, y loss from a dislocation 
by the e >  its tion of 1 l purity et cm vibrations. Both of these mechanisms, 
hovever, predict a dampirv' constant proportional to the velocity of the 
dislocation, differin, in this respect from th.e theories of Fason & leibfried. 
ruch a velocity dependence has little expérimental support, and the effect 
is probably ncgiifible, at least ia the results of Fig. 6.3#
Other possible rechrnisT s mry be a chan e in F. , brou. ht about by 
the presence cf the alloyinp atoms, or a thermoelastic ds'-'pinj mechanism 
similrr to tliat outlined by Idielby for pure metals*
(1+7)
CïïAPTm 9 
D ls c u s c io n  rn d  C o n c lu d ln -  Comments.
In tills chapter tlie current position with regard to the five 
Ciicractoristic t)'pes of damping; considered in this dissertation is 
sijsnmarisod, and some suggestions for further work made*
The three Faciguti peel's *P, , and Tj îie.ve been related with some 
certainty to a relança tion mechanism involving- an interaction between 
dislocations and point defects. Doesible mechanisms have been proposed by 
dcuda & Fasi^ puti (63), Bruner (6o), fcliillor (^ 4-), Faeiputi (63) end 
Koiwa & rasiputi (65). It is not yet possible to say definitely whether 
any of these mcc’ianicms can account completely for the Fssiputi peal s, 
althoug)i the therrnl unpinninm theory of Koit.a ard "i^ asiguti app-eors to give 
en excellent cgrcament with Hie experimental res'ults of T, in copper. Foiwa 
arJ Ihrsig'uti cruggest the difficulties encountered in this theory may be due 
to tho dislocation moiel assumed, r a Hier tlian to the mathematical analysis 
tliey apply. The kink model of dislocation motion is suggested as an 
alternative model. Hie presence of internal stresses may also be Important.
HiO friction observed at hi^h tempera tare 3  (chapter 3» 5 * )  is not very 
well understood, but is probably associa,-ic'd with the formation of defects 
by a moving dislocation, "ore roasarements of the frequency dependence and 
the activation energy of both the friction and tlie associated modulus 
defect would be useful.
TÎ1C Bordoni peaks are accounted for quite well by two distinct theories. 
That of feeger & Donth (57), modified by Fsire (61) end Beeger .1 Schiller 
(62), attributes the pealis to a relgoie.tion mechanism involving the thermal 
activation of kink pairs, an allowance being mode for the presence of
(148)
Internal stresses. Hie other theory, due to Br&ileford (65), as Fîmes 
dislocations ©re already present In a dislocation end that the relaxation 
is determined by the recombination, under the influence of the applied 
oscillating stress, of any kink concentration in excess of the thermal 
ecu!librium value. This excess is assumed to arise from the presence 
of large internal stresses. It is difficult to devise a clear-cut test to 
distinguish between these two theories. However, if an accurate determin­
ation of the atte: pt frequency associated with the Bordoni peek yields a 
value ia excess of 10 u/jc/s> where u/, is the Debye frequency, then 
Brailsford concludes hia rechanlsm cannot be operating. Brailsford also 
predicts a relaxation time which is a function of loop length, ia contrast 
to Seeger et al. The t?;o theories are also based on different models of 
dislocation motion, namely the string model of Koehler and the klnlc chain 
model of Brailsford. Attard Sc Southgate (63) Ilefeld (65) have attempted 
to show that the Seeger-Gchiller model and the Brailsford model are 
conceptually l'a la ted to each other. However, Alefeld finds some 
significant differences in the dislocation behaviour predicted by the 
two models. 'Diese differences ere considered below.
The dynamic loss theory of K.G.L. is fcurcL to account well for the 
strain amplitude independent dempln^ p observed et megacycle frequencies, 
but not at all well at lower frequencies. Tl-is failure may be due to the 
presence of some other damping process which, in particular, is 
Independent of frequency, or to the inapplicability of the K.C.T. model.
Hie hysteresis loss arising from dislocation unpinning, predicted by 
r.C.L. is found to be in very good agreement with experiment in cases. 
Biere are several assumptions made in the K.G.L. theory, however, which
(149)
may irean It is unab3e to describe the dislocation behe.viour in a particular 
specimen* For example, the pinning' points may be distributed in an 
atmosphere round a dislocation rather thon exactly on it* Alternatively, 
the string model of dislocation motion may itself be inapplicable* Ihis 
ri^ht account for many of the difficulties mentioned above* Hie kink chain 
model of Brailsford (65) may better describe dislocation motion in certain 
circumstances* /.lefeld (65) has investigated the points of difference 
beh een these t?,o models* In the reg ion vhere both models predict a linear*
8tree3-dislocation strain relation (low stress), the essential difference 
between the two models is expected in the size end temperature dependence 
of tlie damping; constant, ^ * The kink cl:ain model predicts for ^  a larger 
value, at very low temperatures with possibly a rdnimum value below the 
Debye temperature* There are not many measurements of F at low temperatures, 
but those of îenz & Idcke (63), for example, favour the kii'k. model. In the 
non-linear region of the stress-^ is location strain relation sifuiificant 
differences between the t\?o models ere foursd* Firstly, the presence of a 
finite Peierls stress leads the kink chain model to predict a non-linesr 
etress-strain relation for static bins or oscillating: stress amplitudes of 
10^^, assuming: A = I o'*" b , while the corresponding stress amplitude according 
to the string model ia 10 # Hius the kink model is able to predict a strain 
amplitude dependent decrement at stresses below those necessary to produce 
mechanical unpinning according to tlie string model* Secondly, the anelastic 
strain as measured by low amplitude oscillations increases with bias stress 
for the string model, whereas it decreases for the kink model* Hie physical 
reason for this may be seen for, ignoring double kirk generation, cnce all 
kinks are forced into a close-packed direction by a bias stress kinlc motion
(i;o)
is exhausted. On the other hand, the more a dislocation string: hows out, 
the Gxaller is tlie restoring force (neglecting cîianges in the line tension 
with hies stress), so tlic aneiastlc strain is easily increased. At high 
stress Eunpllhides, or high températures, double kirk generation is possible 
e:id t^'xe anelastic strain increases with bias stress according to the kink 
cliain model,
A convenient way of distinguishing between these two models will be 
to investi ate tlie role which internal stresses play in determining the 
internal friction of a specimen. Teasûrement3 on cold worked specimens 
with static bias stresses applied arc, therefore, required. Ihe nature of 
dislocation brrrkaway a.t high frequencies where oscillating stress 
Explitudc s ere- snail rr;y also be Investigated by applying; a static bias 
stress, since both e bias stress GJxI a high amplitude stress wave are 
expected to produce similar dislocation unpinning effects.
A different approach to tie ])roblem which is likely to prove 
profiteble is the study of tre generation of harmonics of a stress wave in 
a cold worked crystal. Hie generation of these harmonics is related to 
the second end higher order terms in the etress-dislocation strain relation, 
and so gives infornation on the dynamics of dislocation motion. The 
presence of static stresses is again found to be an important factor.
(151)
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